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Letter from the Editor
“There is no motivation higher than being a good writer.” - Tom Wolfe
Isn’t that the truth!
When talking with other writers, it is always fun to hear what motivates them to keep writing.
Nonfiction writers tell me that they want to share their life experiences to comfort those going
through the same thing. Or they say they want to educate the masses and bring awareness to a
subject that they care deeply about.
Fiction authors are ambitious and creating a situation, world, fantasy language, and scenarios
from scratch is truly amazing. How can you not be motivated enough to share something you
came up with all on your own? Not to mention getting an agent, a deal with a major publisher,
and who knows, a movie deal! Think about how many authors have their book catch the eye of a
studio executive and hit the big screen not long after the book hits the shelves.
At the beginning of this year, many in the writing community set out to get published. We love
to hear that! As with many New Year's resolutions, some tend to fizzle out around this time. The
Book Smuggler’s Den is so happy to see all the authors that took a leap of faith and submitted
their short stories, essays, and poems to publications all over the US and the world.
To all of those who submitted this month, I can see the motivation of achieving your goals for
getting published, and published again. Thank you for showing our audience what motivation
really looks like.
Happy writing,
Dani & The Book Smuggler’s Den Community
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Brian Comes Home
By Charles Joseph Albert
Mary Fitzgerald was beginning to drift off to sleep when she heard the familiar sounds of a key
in the deadbolt followed by the heavy, athletic gait of a young man walking down the hall to the
bathroom. The light switch clicked, a stream of water resounded into the toilet, then a flush, a
faucet creak, and the medicine cabinet door opening and shutting. These comforting sounds that
parents listen for at the end of any night their boy is out late.
Her calf muscle gave one final twitch, and she plunged into sleep. But it wasn’t the restful sleep
of a mother whose boy was now safely home. She began the dream where Brian’s bloody face
stared out at her from a body bag in that Chicago morgue. She had that dream every night for the
past three years. Since that day at the morgue.
The next morning as she slowly came out of the fog of sleep, Mary couldn't help but wonder
whether those noises in the hallway last night had been part of the dream. She hasn't been asleep
yet, had she? And yet they had sounded so real. Real enough to make her long to wake up, to
greet him. But she had deliberately not moved. She had wanted to drift off. Not because she
knew the noises weren’t real. But because she had wanted to believe in them, she had really
wanted the possibility that Brian was making those noises somehow. His ghost? Or maybe she’d
gone back in time. Or if there was some weird dimension where he hadn't died. It didn’t matter,
as long as there was even the tiniest possibility that he could be there again. She’d be willing to
lie as still as necessary, to believe as hard as she could...
Mary didn't peek into his room. Or look at the front door. Or even look in the bathroom. It was
better if she could just pretend that the impossible was really a possibility, even though of course
she knew better. He was dead. His ashes were on the mantle in the living room.
And yet... She had to go to the bathroom after breakfast, and it seemed silly to go all the way
back to the bathroom in her bedroom. She stepped into the hall bath and regarded herself in the
mirror: her red hair, now greying, cut in a no-nonsense bob, was starting to grow out. She’d need
to get it cut soon. And her fair skin was starting to show her age, although she wasn’t forty yet.
And her weight…
She sighed, hitched down her panties—
—and almost sat down in the toilet water. How did the seat get up? Unless Brian—he used to
always…
But of course, it wasn’t Brian. Must have been some other guy. Though Mary couldn’t think of
any other guy who’d been in the apartment. Not recently, anyway.
She flipped the seat down, finished in the bathroom, and pulled her purse off of the coat rack in
the hallway on her way to the door. She turned to undo the deadbolts on the apartment door and
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almost dropped her keys. Her vision went woozy for a moment, and she had to put out a hand to
steady herself.
The top deadbolt was locked, but none of the rest of them were. Exactly the way Brian used to
leave it, despite Mary’s constant nagging. Brian used to bust her, say she was extra super picky
about always doing all the locks.
The entire walk to the number 7 bus stop, Mary turned these things over in her mind. It was
possible, of course, that all of this was just in her head. Somebody else left the seat up. Maybe
she forgot to lock the other deadbolts on purpose when she came home yesterday, one of those
psychology slips. And maybe the sounds really were just a dream.
She convinced herself that it was all in her head, and by the time she got to work, she was
laughing at her own foolishness. She stepped out for a smoke break at ten and told the whole
thing to Barbara, from accounting. She and Barbara were roughly the same medium height and
full figure, and just as fair-skinned. People often took them for sisters, which might have been
why Mary opened up about something she would have normally kept to herself.
“Can you believe I was so silly?” She laughed, shaking the ash off her cigarette and looking out
into the street, away from Barbara’s face.
But Barbara gave a deep inward breath and clucked her tongue. “Oooh—I don't know… That
sure sounds strange.”
Mary took a casual puff, but felt her pulse quicken. Still, she wanted to be talked into it, so she
shrugged.
“Like… that is some deep shit there, you know?” Barbara took a puff, nodding.
Mary watched her smoke twisting away in the cold breeze. She smiled, distrustful of a warm
feeling that Barbara’s words evoked.
“You—your place’s got to be haunted,” Barbara said. “You don’t want to mess around with that
shit.”
Haunted? Mary jerked her gaze to Barbara’s face. She looked hard-angry, almost.
“Oh, come on,” Mary said. “I don’t think it’s anything like that. Probably just all in my head
really. I mean—I missing you know? He was everything to me. And I still can’t believe he's
gone. Even though I was there at the morgue. I saw him. No doubt who that was in that body
bag.”
“And now his ashes are on your living room shelf? That’s why we don’t keep dead people in the
house, where I come from. Now you’ve got his ghost coming back haunting you. You—you
need an exorcist, that’s what.”
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“Barbara! I don’t need an exorcist.” She cast a glance at Barbara and swallowed. “That stuff’s all
just my imagination, sure.” She was trying to be polite, but really, Barbara gone too far.
Mary knew she shouldn’t have, but she added—blurted, really, “Besides, even if it was a ghost,
he was my boy. I wouldn’t exorcise him.”
She said it as though there were other people that she would consider exorcising. They finished
their cigarettes and went back in. Mary, now a little irritated with Barbara, wished she never
brought the thing up. Barbara had gotten too excited. She was taking it the wrong way. Mary
didn’t remember exactly where Barbara’s family was from, but it was one of those Eastern
European countries where they believe in demonic possession and all kinds of crazy stuff.
The rest of the day they didn’t say much. Barbara seemed distracted. And when Mary got home
that night, she found out why. Barbara was waiting for her outside her apartment door.
“Barbara, what are you….” Then she noticed that a priest was waiting with her. “Oh no! Oh, no
you don’t."
She put her key back in her purse and stood there, arms crossed.
Barbara spoke first. “Now you listen to me, Mary. You don’t know what you’re messing around
with here. These ghosts, they’re the undead. I know you loved him when he was alive, and he
was your whole world. But he ain’t supposed to be here no more. It ain’t natural.”
The priest seemed to take no notice of what Barbara just said, and instead smiled and extended
his hand.
“Miss Jackson, I’m Reverend Holly. I’m here to help your child complete his path to our
heavenly father.” He was a tall, lean fellow, reddish hair turned to grey and a wispy grey line of a
moustache on his top lip.
“Then I’m afraid you’ve come to the wrong place, Reverend Holly,” she said steadily. “I don’t
particularly believe in your heavenly father, and Brian was an atheist through and through. There
isn’t any chance of that boy going to whatever father you’re talking about.”
She turned to Barbara. “Now, Barbara, if you two will excuse me, I would like to put this food,”
she held up her grocery bags, one in each hand, “in the freezer. And make myself some dinner
before it gets late.”
Barbara held up a large cloth bag containing some sort of box. “Oh, don’t you worry about
dinner, Hon. I got enough for all three of us.”
Mary froze. She was surprised at that.
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“Now, even if you ain’t a Christian, I know you won’t leave two hungry, cold people on your
doorstep. So how about if we come in, and I fix us up a nice quiet meal. After that, if you want
us to, we’ll go ahead and leave. We don’t got to exorcise nobody tonight. Ain’t that right,
Reverend?”
Mary made them promise two more times that they weren’t to try any exorcisms before she let
them in. Then she set three plates and silverware out on the little formica table in the kitchen and
put away her groceries while Barbara warmed up the stew and biscuits and set it out on the table
with a nice red wine.
Reverend Holly said grace, Mary looking on dourly, listening carefully to make sure he didn’t
try to slip any phrases like “begone, spirit” or “away, Satan.” She wasn’t able to relax until he
ended, and, passing her the biscuits, said, “What can you tell us about your boy, Sister Mary?”
“Oh! Brian!” She took a biscuit from the plate and watched him swing it around to Barbara. “He
was a handful, I can tell you. Always had been. Since a young age. Too much of his father in
him, that one!”
“Was he involved with—” Mary turned to meet his prying eyes, perhaps a little too defensively,
for he faltered and seemed to change the direction of his question. “—with a young woman?”
“He had a few girlfriends if that’s what you mean,” she said. She considered him carefully and
then added. “But he was a student at City College. And he had ambition. He didn’t have time for
girls. Or any of that other foolishness that young men around here find themselves in. Drugs.
Gangs. Crime.” She turned to Barbara. “Isn’t that right, Barbara?”
Barbara shrugged. She responded with something tepid, some “Of course not, honey.” But it was
true that she had only met Brian once or twice, and never for more than a minute. Only when
he’d dropped by the office to pick up the spare key, or to get money for a book, or something.
On the other hand, Barbara should know that Mary had never once complained about her boy
being involved with drugs or gangs.
Mary wished she could take that smarmy reverend’s question and shove it back down his fool
mouth. But Barbara wasn’t much back up, so Mary looked at herself through the priest’s eyes
and saw—just another deluded mama. The kind that are always outraged and in denial on TV
when their boys are shot dead in a drug war, or arrested for murder, or what all.
And sure enough, the priest’s mouth was easing into a smile that he tried hiding behind a fourth
helping of biscuit.
“Now, you shay that,” he mumbled through his full mouth, “and that’sh good. The way a mother
should feel about her boy.” He swallowed his mouthful with a sip of his wine, and continued.
“But the truth is that Satan is strong in the young, even the best of them. They haven’t seen
enough of life to know his ways. Oh, I know,” he said to her objection, “that you don’t believe in
Satan. And neither did Barry, I’m certain.”
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“Brian,” Mary said. “Brian. Of course, I’m sorry.” He rose from the chair, waving his water glass
vaguely at the mantle behind him. “This is his remains?” She sat looking at him, not answering.
“Brian, Brian. His name isn’t on the urn.” He traced the decorations on the urn with a finger.
“Brian,” he said again, musingly. “Lord have mercy on your soul.” His forefinger had been wet,
for he left the wet trace of a cross on the urn.
“Lord, have mercy,” Barbara murmured.
He turned suddenly back to the two ladies still seated. In his abrupt movement, he splashed a few
drops of water on both of them.
“Be careful!” Mary burst out.
“Lord have mercy!” Reverend Holly repeated.
“Lord, have mercy!” sang out Barbara, more fervently.
“Christ, hear us!” was then called out and repeated.
“What the hell are you two doing?” Mary said, standing up. “God the Father in Heaven, hear our
prayer!” They ignored her.
It had all been a trick. They were doing the exorcism after all! Mary leapt forward and tried to
snatch the urn out of the reverend’s hands. He twisted away, still muttering his ritual, faster now.
She tried reaching around him, and he twisted the other direction, his “Holy Mother of God” and
his “Saint Peter” jerking out of him with his efforts, Barbara still answering.
Mary was desperate now—she didn’t give a damn about their holy mother of god crap, but she
was afraid that Brian might. What if he thought they were here because she asked them? What if
he got the wrong idea, and never came back?
“Brian! Brian! Don’t listen to them,” she yelled out.
“All holy disciples of the lord!” yelled out the reverend.
“Brian! Don’t go away! I don’t want you to go!” Mary cried out, her voice cracking. “Intercede
for us!” moaned Barbara.
“Briiiaaaann!” Mary screeched. “Don’t!” she grabbed the urn. “Go!” she pulled. “Away!” She
got both hands on the urn, and Reverend Holly lost his grip. But it slipped out of both of their
hands and crashed to the floor. A great cloud of dust exploding from it in slow motion. Mary
falling backward against the counter. Barbara shrieking.
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Then life began moving at fast speed again. Barbara jumped up from her chair, moved out of the
cloud. “Getty behind me Satan!” she said, frantically brushing the dust off of her dress. She
grabbed her coat, stuffed her bag with the half-full Tupperware, and was at the door.
The reverend somehow managed to drain his wine glass while getting his own coat on. Mary
watched them in a kind of fog. He made a sudden face while swallowing, as though he’d just
swallowed part of Brian, and indeed there was a ring of dust around where his glass had sat a
moment ago at the table.
Mary staggered forward: she had to brush Brian off of them! But Barbara’s eyes opened wide in
terror, and she fumbled her way through the deadbolts and out the door in a heartbeat, the
Reverend right behind her.
Mary turned back to her dinner table then, to the epicenter of Brian spread out on the kitchen
linoleum. She moaned again, “Brian! Brian! Don’t you listen to those people!”
She knelt in a daze at the sink cabinet, and her hands seemed to find of their own mind the little
brush and dustpan she kept under there, and with slow, loving motions, she herded Brian’s ashes
off of the table and chairs and floor and back into the broken halves of the urn, carefully picking
out the dust and foreign bits, though allowing her tears to mix in with them, for after all hadn’t
he been born of her tears, hadn’t he lived in the presence of her tears—both of joy and of pain,
mind you—and hadn’t he been the reason for all of her tears since he died three years ago, that
death that she had always been afraid would come for him, that she had anticipated in a thousand
different ways, as any parent will in their worst nightmares, and now Mary carefully lifted the
two halves of the urn and put them in a clean salad bowl from the dish drainer, crying and
laughing because Brian had always hated salad, and as she placed it back on the mantle she
whispered, “Now son, you just come back anytime you want, don’t you listen to those crazy
people, you come home to your mama like you’re supposed to, you hear me?”
And she was sure that he would.
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The Unfaithful
By Ila Das
Kirti, actually residing in the small town of Meerut, comes for the interview of a job in Delhi, the
big capital city of India. Ravi, heading the interview panel, is charmed by her, as usual.
Managing a neutral demeanor selects her and as per rule, she has to join in seven days’ time.
She confesses that she has recently delivered a baby and would like an extension of the joining
time. Bounded by rules of employment, Ravi politely declines her request. But he remains in
touch with her, adding her to his list of innumerable girlfriends. His allure to lust is like addiction
to dope, you can neither get away from it nor have enough of it.
Ravi keeps going to Meerut on the pretext of work and visits her family often. He becomes close
to them.
~~~~~
After a few years, Kirti’s husband Jai is transferred to Delhi. Ravi offers him his two-bedroom
house to stay until he makes alternate arrangements. Kirti and her two toddler kids continue
staying in Meerut due to Kirti being employed there.
During one of his regular weekend visits to Meerut to meet his family, Jai invites Ravi and his
wife Isha to join him there for the weekend. This is the first time that Isha visits their home.
Their house in Meerut is a small accommodation allotted to the employees, containing two
bedrooms. Isha ignores the clutter and messy rooms as she understands how difficult it is to keep
the house in order with two kids to manage single-handedly. She has gone through that phase.
Ravi feels tired, places his colossal ass on the edge of the bed and keeps groaning of body ache
developed during the long strenuous journey on road. His wife is surprised to see Kirti massage
his bareback and shoulder to relieve his pain. Should she overlook this fact? If massage is a
necessity why could Kirti’s husband not do it or why could Ravi not ask his own wife to do it?
Night arrived, spreading all its ink on the outside. More shock came when the sleeping
arrangement for the night is announced by Kirti. Kirti and her younger son in the middle with
Ravi and his wife on either side while Kirti’s husband sleeps in the other room with their elder
son; the reason being given that it is comfortable for Ravi’s wife to be on the side as she has to
go to the washroom frequently.
Why could not the entire room be given to the guest couple? Should Isha sleep off the act as a
trivial issue or remain a watchdog for the entire weary moonless night? Isha’s body, fatigued by
now, compelled her to settle for the former. “The lady must be either too innocent or too gutsy,”
she thought in gathering disbelief and felt annoyed. She tries to give the benefit of doubt to Kirti,
knowing well the distasteful ways of her husband.
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~~~~~
Back to Delhi, it’s a bright sunny morning torching its rays all over the already hot and humid
city. Isha borrows her husband’s phone to talk to her son as her phone had some connectivity
problems. When her conversation is over, a message from Kirti pops on the screen.
Inquisitiveness overcomes her moral ethics of not viewing else’s messages and she opens the
message. She is stunned to find a plethora of messages exchanged between her husband and Kirti
on daily basis, or it may be rightly summarized as almost on an hourly basis every day.
Kirti is certainly not the dimwit she appeared to be. Does Kirti’s husband know this or he is
unaware of this. Maybe he is aware, as he never objected to his wife sleeping with another
married man in his house in Meerut. In case he is aware, what a shabby drama being enacted by
the couple. The only reason Isha could think of is to take advantage of Ravi’s weakness for
women and use his influential position in the industry to come to Delhi.
Isha is reminded of an instance wherein Jai did request Ravi to reconsider his wife for a position
in his office so that they both can settle at one place and what place better than Delhi, where he is
already presently employed.
Isha fights through the hubbub of her mind and settles for a quiet and calm countenance as this
was not a new incident.
~~~~~
It is one week past the incident. Suddenly Isha overhears that Kirti is coming to Delhi with her
kids to spend kids’ vacation time with their dad. The doom arrives at the scheduled time and the
family occupies the bedroom of Ravi and Ravi and Isha sleep in the second bedroom.
Ravi and Isha have constraints in their marital relationship since the time Isha discovered his
multiple affairs and thwarted his ardent approaches. They had been sleeping in separate
bedrooms and such trivial incidents that force them to sleep together to show-off the world does
little to spark any interest between them. Their platonic relationship was not a simple wrinkle
that could be ironed out with time and effort.
However, strangely enough, Ravi makes a temporary arrangement for the guest couple to stay in
the adjacent vacant flat of his friend who is away on an office trip out of town.
Jai and his family shift to the house the next day. The day after, immediately when Jai leaves for
his office, Ravi rushes to the house where the family has shifted. Ravi’s wife now understands
the reason for shifting the family to the nearby house despite space being available in their own
house for a comfortable stay. How she wished the house to be wired with cables running like
tapeworms with their mouths ending in cameras. A chintzy thought indeed!
What trash her husband is. Don’t the women understand his motives or are they an equal
participant in this felony.
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~~~~~
It is a pleasant Saturday morning with an unpleasant medical condition for Isha. She is having
severe diarrhea while her husband continued having a more pleasant rendezvous with another
woman.
He informs her that they all are going to Mathura and if Isha would like to join them. Isha was
certain that even if she was fit and fine, she would definitely not go anywhere with Ravi
accompanied by any of his girlfriends. She loathed the ‘Who the heck are you’ sentiment meted
to her on such occasions.
She tries to avoid, giving the excuse of her upset tummy, but Ravi desperately tries to woo her to
go with them. When he fails, Kirti approaches her, the one who was otherwise not talking to her.
Isha could not understand why the two were wanting her to go with them when both did not even
bother to wish her on the New Year day when they were busy boosting their happiness index.
Maybe the duo wanted to put a moral stamp to their ‘so-called-friendly’ relationship projected to
the society by having the presence of the wife or maybe they wanted the wife to take care of the
kids when they go merrymaking.
After refusing to go with them, Isha sinks into her lonely self once more. Trying to nurse herself
out of her illness, she expected at least a call back from her husband enquiring about her health.
As usual, he fails to meet her expectations again. How she hated being right all the time, much to
her chagrin.
~~~~~
It is a festival day, Lohri. Ravi asks his wife if she wishes to attend the Lohri party. She did not
want to go to any place where Kirti would go. What a second-hand treatment she gets on such
outings. So she points blankly refuses.
“You are making yourself sad this way”, Ravi educates Isha.
“Do I look sad?” Isha displays a manic grin, wringing her cold bitten dry hands, lolling on her
recliner.
“You don’t have to look sad to be sad. And don’t think I need you to accompany me. I can do
without you.”
“That’s no news. Here’s the deal. The day you need me, I will accompany you.” Isha crinkles her
pitch-black crescent moon shaped eyebrows.
Ravi brushes his callused hand through the little white hair cropped on the edge of his otherwise
bald head and gives a dour expression.
“O Ok. I need you then right now,” Ravi beseeched.
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“See, how you change colors,” Isha retorts, without being amused by his wry sense of humor.
The fact thus confirms that Isha’s presence was only required for public show-offs. Ravi proved
to be an ideal euphemism for infidelity.
~~~~~
Throughout the period Kirti was staying in Delhi, Ravi was sleeping on the couch of the
drawing-room instead of his own bed. It was difficult to figure out why? The exit door was
always kept open, maybe to ease the entry of Kirti without disturbing the inmate or the
neighbors. Ravi used to sleep nude under the quilt despite it being the coldest and chilliest days
of winter. So much for the ease of the shabby act.
The day Kirti left Delhi, Ravi was back to his bed, exit door closed and the process of wearing
warmers while going to sleep restored. Wasn’t everything so obvious? But who cares.
~~~~~
When Kirti had visited Delhi, she bought a door hanging décor and put it on the front door
without even taking permission of Isha as if it was her premises. When she left Isha removed it
and put it away.
Finding the décor missing Jai informs Ravi who in turn enquires his wife. Isha says that she has
put it away. Ravi at that moment did not tell anything, but the next day, Ravi himself hangs it
back. Isha feels the same embarrassment that she had experienced in her teens when her breasts
budded first and her periods came last.
Ravi becomes belligerent and has a big fight with Isha. Accosting Isha, he warns her that it is his
house and he can hang anything he desired-or do anything he wants. He threatens Isha not to
interfere in his life as long as it does not hinder her own wellbeing, which he takes good care of.
Isha becomes taciturn and sits in her empty room crying as if her timorous heart is hurt by a
shard choking her lungs filled with clouds. Harpoons of pain renewed. A burning sensation rips
its way up to the roof of her mouth causing heartburn literally. How she wished she could get rid
of the pain from the cage of her mind but the stubborn soreness does not seem to leave her side,
like tenants who refuse to budge and be evicted from their home.
Should she leave her husband? Then she calms down and thinks reasonably. All his girlfriends
want exactly that to happen so that they can further invade his space.
Why is she disturbed if she actually does not have any relationship with him? Does she
unknowingly love him? Impossible. At least he has not done anything ever to invoke such
feelings in her and she had a tormented past with him, though Ravi does give her all luxuries of
life minus love.
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Marriage is certainly not a certificate of love, but a practice of compromises and negotiations,
where both parties finally forget who is who. It is inflicted with lies and deceits where finally the
lies eventually turn true.
Isha had become an expert in suppressing her desires with muted indifference and detachment.
She had become an able captain of the great ship of matrimony that slowly makes headway
through the turbulent waters of crisis. Welcome to the club where oblivion is free.
~~~~~
Come June and the only resort one can think of escaping the unbearable soaring temperatures of
the hottest month is to restrict oneself to the cool indoors. Come June and it’s also the one and a
half to two months summer vacation for school-going children. Come June and Kirti lands in
Delhi with her kids' et al.
Isha gets the hint when she observes her husband getting busy with housekeeping activities of
the other apartment. How she wished he had set the same behavior for her. She was praying that
let anyone but that bitch come but her prayers go unanswered.
~~~~~
Isha returns from the office to find many things missing in her room and stuffs disheveled. The
next day she locks her room and goes.
As anticipated, Kirti complains to Ravi who in turn tells his wife not to lock her door as the kids
watch television which is installed in her room. She tells Ravi to take away the television and fix
it in their room.
“Kids should be taught to live in whatever situation comes one’s way. Did I not live in one room
with our kids with no TV or any other entertainment media?”
“OK, I want to watch TV, so keep the room open for me.”
“Since when have you started watching TV leaving your office work in the day time? Also, you
already have a more interesting live erotic TV performance in the neighboring house. Your
toothpaste and towel have also shifted there. Why do you need to see the program in my TV
room?”
Anyway trying not to confront any further, she opens the room and goes to the office. It was
obvious, they needed a separate diversion for kids to carry out their own engagements without
any interference.
~~~~~
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Memories flood Isha’s mind like a treadmill, giving it a lot of exercise without actually taking it
anywhere; a kind of epiphany-seen-through-flashbacks. The bitter incidents turn Isha from a
Virgin Mary drinker to Blood Mary. Life does not always come bubble wrapped with happiness.
Twenty-five years back when she already had left him, with her small kids in her possession, she
was living a life of struggle totally concentrating on her kids. It was only three years back that
Ravi and Isha were living together due to an accidental posting of Ravi to Delhi. Ravi insisted
Isha to stay with him so as to project a good marital life to the outside world. She decided to let
bygones be bygones.
She did find this new life full of comfort and at least she would not feel lonely, now that her kids
have grown and moved out. The only thing she needed to be in charge was not to let such fraught
incidents bother her. She decided to hence take charge of HERSELF living rightfully with her
legally wed husband, though with no actual wife rights. She decided to not worry about not being
the darling of his life.
For the past few years, her husband’s flings did not bother her, perhaps because it was ‘out of
sight out of mind’ thing. Presently, the dirty incidents happening right in front of her do bother
her; she is human after all. The ‘sight’ thing was beyond her control, but the mind was hers and
she needed to exercise control on this. That should not be difficult. Time has made her a strong
survivor after all.
~~~~~
The evening is searing and sultry and gloomy. But the expression on Ravi’s face seemed to beat
the miserable weather. With melancholy stamped prominently on his face, Ravi informs his wife
that Jai has resigned from his job in Delhi to join a better job in Meerut.
The news catapults Isha to cloud nine. Her inner happiness knew no bounds; though her outer
self confidently displayed a false glumness. Was this God’s blissful answer to her prayers?
Strange and unpredictable are the ways of the Almighty to settle scores.
She utters a small ‘thank you’ prayer silently: Jai Sai Ram.
~~~~~
Ten years back…..
It was the time when she lived a separate life with kids in her possession but never objected to
the children meeting their dad or grandparents. She felt that it was not justified to snatch the
rights of her children just because she had a problem with her husband.
Ravi casually asks Isha whether she is interested in a trip to Maldives with kids. He also informs
that one of his friends Madhavi and her kids will also be joining them. He was hoping the answer
to be negative.
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Isha has learned her lessons well. She realizes that her ‘NO’s worked in favor of her husband. He
enjoys life and when she complains, he reminds her that it was she who did not want to go on a
holiday giving the excuse of her kids’ studies or so on and so forth. Or a NO when he tries to buy
her something costly boots him out with the same justification. She avoids buying to save some
money only to find that the money has already been spent on others. So it’s always a YES from
her for such forthcoming proposals from her damn husband, who most of the time takes a twist
and turn to avoid committing when the expected NO turns for a YES.
Isha knows Madhavi as her husband’s senior college friend who is addressed as DIDI (an elder
sister) by both of them. Recently Madhavi lost her husband and Isha felt it was ok for her to join
as an outing will do her good. Little did Isha know what was in store for her and never
anticipated that her presence would only exacerbate her problem.
~~~~~
Maldives is genuinely a paradise on planet earth. This lowest-lying country in the world is
surrounded by vivid coral reefs and powder-white beaches. This atoll nation is 99% bounded by
the crystal clear blue waters of the ocean that is home to spectacular species of turtles, whales,
and dolphins. Anyone here can have a soul-soothing experience of his life, indulging in
adventurous snorkeling and scuba diving activities. For the less active people of my category, the
picturesque sight is enough to generate the same excitement and vigor.
Madhavi is the only swimmer in the group. And she offers to help the rest give a lesson in
swimming which was immediately agreed upon by Ravi. Isha, who had always been scared of
venturing in deep waters, politely declines.
Ravi in his scantily-clad trunk floats flat in the arms of strikingly sexy Madhavi, dressed in a
two-piece bikini, that reveals her ample amount of nipples. Her luminous skin gleamed under the
sun rays like an abandoned art piece in its fallow state. The two semi-nude Indians seem to love
getting fluids all over each other with middling enthusiasm.
Isha does feel uncomfortable with the sight, but let it go. We give her a sisterly treatment, she
consoles herself. The only sight that bothers her was no sign of any emotional breakdown that
generally follows a spouse death, especially one whom you are in love with.
The clear morning sky soon transitions into the mellow night with stars twinkling in the crystal
clear firmament. The morning activities at the beach and other sightseeing ordeals leave each one
of us longing for early retirement to bed.
Their stay is in a two-bedroom AirBnB residential unit. Sleeping arrangements are meticulously
planned so that Madhavi sleeps with her daughter in one bedroom, Isha takes the second
bedroom with her son and Ravi decides to take the floor mattress of the open drawing-room,
overlooking the common toilet. He has Madhavi’s son for the company.
At around 4am, Isha gets up to go to the toilet and the intertwined almost nude bodies of
Madhavi and Ravi in the drawing-room stuns her. They are not even aware of a kid boy sleeping
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near them. Unable to bear the shameless act, Isha makes feeble noise to alert them to stop their
clandestine deed. This is not her first brush with Ravi’s extramarital affairs, but certainly ‘Seeing
is believing’.
The next day begins as usual as if nothing happened. Living apart from her husband for a long
time has made Isha deterrent of such incidents. Maybe the absence of love and caring in the
relationship has in a way made her carefree and unpossessed.
For her, marriage is just an amalgamation of custom and circumstance, a matter of a culture and
a couple, arranged by their elders. Their legal bond is formalized by a mere convention and not
passion. She knows that their nuptial was neither marriage nor this holiday an outing.
The only times she feels frustrated are the occasions when she sees loving couples at a party or
holiday. How she wished she had an assuring hand to hold on to, a warm hug to cajole her in
tough times, a patient ear to hear or a hobby to share.
~~~~~
The holiday ends. The group lands at Mumbai airport.
Ravi dumps his family of three in a three-wheeled auto-rickshaw, huge luggage of three suitcases
included. Isha sits in a cramped position for the one hour journey to the railway station, the
traffic crawling like snail. Stationing them on the platform, he is about to rush off when Isha
retorts, “Where are you going now?”
“To bring Madhavi and her family here.”
“What? If they were to come to the same place, why the hell you did not take a big cab and bring
everyone in one trip?
Are you not aware of Mumbai traffic? Another one hour of your going and a minimum of
another hour of your coming back will make us miss our train.”
“Don’t worry. I will be back soon.”
Isha broods in her mind about her eccentric lust-driven husband who managed to callously drop
his family off to have some exclusive time with his mistress in the way. She is to get back to
Delhi and her train is due to come in an hour’s time while her kid is to accompany their dad to
Ahmedabad as it was his school vacation time and their train had a comfortable time margin to
depart.
The Delhi train arrives in time and with no sign of her husband in sight, Isha decides not to board
the train. Clasping the little hand of her son, anger and disappointment cloud her mind.
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The mad crowd of the platform, the shrill shout of the hawkers and vendors inviting the attention
of prospective buyers, the push of the hurrying passengers could make anyone go insane in the
almost three hours that go by.
Finally, Ravi arrives with his troupe and has no sense of guilt.
“Why did you not board your train?”
“What do you mean? How could I leave my baby boy alone?
“O, nothing would have happened? I was coming after all”
“How irresponsible of you.”
“Ok, forget it. We will get down at Madhavi’s station which comes en-route to Ahmedabad and I
will make your flight ticket to Delhi from there.”
“You ought to do that. But who is Madhavi to me that I have to get down at her station? Sorry,
no. My in-laws stay in Ahmedabad and I am not getting down anywhere else.”
“Ravi, don’t make a scene here now at a public place. You all go to Ahmedabad. Don’t worry
about me. I will manage. Man proposes, God disposes,” ripostes Madhavi, batting her kohl-lined
long eyelashes.
Isha counters in her mind, “what a slut?”
~~~~~
Twenty years back…..
Ravi introduces Isha to his friend Ashmita. Ashmita is first time widowed and second time
divorced school time friend of Ravi, presently staying with her widowed mother.
Isha is new in town and Ashmita offers her to show her around and they both develop a
camaraderie.
They frequently visit each other’s house and Isha could never in her remotest dream think that
her husband may be having an affair with the lady until the day his phone keeps ringing loud for
a long time when he was taking shower.
Isha, seeing Ashmita online, receives the call to find a nervous voice disconnecting with the
remark ‘sorry, wrong number’. Inquisitiveness overtook Isha’s mind who blatantly opened
Ashmita’s mailbox and found the two had been exchanging many love messages over a period of
a long time.
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She avoided confrontation with her husband as she feared his rash temper. An act of spying on
another’s phone is certainly not a commendable act. She had already been a victim of his violent
behavior due to his rage.
She found it wise to step out of the house in a respectable way with her kids in custody. There
was no legal process of divorce involved, but an unwritten separation wherein she moved into
her parental home but never disallowed Ravi to come and meet his kids whenever he wished.
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The Bachelor
By S.B. Edwards
“Hello, Chuck,” said the man.“Nice to see you.”
Chuck Wing sat behind the oversized oak desk in his Los Angeles office, flanked by his legions
of awards and accolades. His three platinum and seven gold records all hung on the wall,
surrounding a shelf where he displayed his Emmys, Grammys, Oscars, and Tonys. He was one
of only a handful of people to have ever won all four.
Chuck was one of the most influential people in showbiz, having just had back-to-back meetings
with a handful of a-list celebrities, as well as the winner of the latest season of American Idol,
whose name Chuck forgot as soon as she left his office.
“Who the hell let you in here?” Chuck shouted without looking up. “Get out of my office! Cyan,
did you let this guy in?” Chuck had been explicit in telling his secretary that under no
circumstances was he to be disturbed. Chuck didn’t care if it was the Pope or the president or his
dying mother.
“No sir, Mr. Wing” replied Cyan as she appeared in Chuck’s door. “I didn’t see him come in.
Come, right this way sir,” she said to the man. “You need to leave.”
“Is that any way to talk to your best friend?” the man asked.
Chuck looked up at the bundle of tattered rags that stood before him, his sweatshirt stained with
a who’s who of the cheapest restaurants in LA. His scraggly white beard hung halfway down his
chest, doubling as a storage space in which he’d saved part of his lunch for later.
Chuck met the man’s eyes. “Oh, I didn’t realize it was you. Please, sit down. As you were, Cyan.
Close the door behind you.”
The man disappeared briefly, leaving behind a few wisps of black smoke which filled the room
with the stench of rotten eggs. In his place, a young Japanese woman popped into existence,
draped cross-legged across the plush chair Chuck had positioned across from his desk. She wore
a ruby-red dress which matched her lips, nails, and pumps, and which hugged and accentuated
her body, curvaceous in all the right places. Chuck was used to seeing gorgeous women in his
line of work. They threw themselves at him at least a few times a month, so desperate were they
for a taste of stardom. But this was different. This was about as close to the perfect woman as
Chuck had ever seen. She pushed all the right buttons in his mind and elsewhere, positioning
herself to give Chuck just the right views. He couldn’t decide whether she’d taken this form
deliberately, or just on a whim.
“What are you doing here,” Chuck asked.
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The woman said nothing at first. In the slender, graceful fingers of her left hand she held a cigar,
which she raised to her lips and gently pulled on. She parted her lips, allowing it to drift out of
her mouth like a weightless floe of lava.
“I’m here to collect on your debt,” she finally said.
***
Chuck had moved to Los Angeles ten years ago with dreams of producing hit TV shows and
movies, creating hit records, and working with the biggest stars in show business. On the day he
arrived, he hit a bar on the Sunset Strip and bought a round of drinks for everyone, hoping to
make some fast friends who could introduce him to the right people.
A $400 bar tab bought him some accolades from the local barflies, but none was interested in
helping Chuck. So he tried again the next night, at another bar, with the same results. This
pattern repeated itself for the next week until Chuck burned through the few thousand dollars
he’d saved up to bring with him. He spent the next few years living a life of poverty to rival even
the poorest places on Earth.
The only thing that carried Chuck through this time was his dream. It reminded him of how
much better life would be, and how much more he’d appreciate it after the stress and anxiety of
these years. How much more comfortable would his king-size bed in his penthouse suite feel
after sleeping on a bedroll in the corner of a dingy apartment he shared with three other people?
How much more delicious would nightly filet mignon taste after he’d subsisted almost solely on
sandwiches made from saltine crackers and ketchup packets he stole from various fast food joints
in the neighbourhood? How much better would sex feel after having been surrounded by an
unending stream of stunningly gorgeous women, each of them more out of reach than the last?
Chuck could deal with this himself. But one morning, as Chuck sat at one of the grimy
computers at the public library, he’d gotten an email from his father.
“Your sister has cancer, Gene” his father wrote. He always used Chuck’s birth name, a name
he’d tried to leave behind. He was Chuck Wing, the successful entertainment figure, not Eugene
Warwick, the awkward pathetic nerd who’d been bullied for most of his adolescence. “It’s
treatable, but it will cost half a million dollars.”
If Chuck was successful, he could easily pay for his sister’s treatment. He needed to become
successful, and fast.
After browsing around the internet, Chuck came upon the idea of summoning a demon to make a
deal. He filled Google with enough searches to put himself on The Vatican’s anti-Antichrist
watchlist. He dug deep into the bowels of the web, unearthing some old forums and websites
which looked older than he was.
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On each of these sites, one book was suggested over and over – “Lord Of This World” by
Willem LaCroix. It was supposed to be the best guide on summoning demons ever written, so he
borrowed it from the library. Chuck recognized he was hardly the first person in showbiz to have
this idea—several layers of scotch tape had long since replaced its bindings. But he’d give it a
shot anyway.
“So soon?” he asked. “You said I could enjoy this life for at least thirty years! I mean, with all
due respect, my lord.”
“Oh, shut up,” the woman said to Chuck, with all the arrogance of a philosophy professor
speaking to a country yokel. “Don’t you ever take that disrespectful tone with me!” The
woman’s cheek twitched, and Chuck’s office burst into flames.
Demons are exceptionally prideful, LaCroix wrote in the book, and are easily offended. Before
you summon one, you must acknowledge in your own heart the superiority of their race in every
way over our own. You must understand that the greatest, noblest human being who ever lived,
who exemplifies all the finest virtues of humanity at the highest level, is but an insect when
compared with even the weakest, most low-borne demon. Accept this as truth, and, make sure
the demon knows you have done so.
The Devil just told me to shut up, thought Chuck. Did I just screw everything up? Am I going to
die in this fire and end up in hell, tormented for all eternity? Oh god…
“I’m sorry, my lord,” Chuck screamed as his shirt began to singe. “I meant no disrespect.” He
ran over to The Devil, leaving a footprint of melted sole on the carpet after each step. “I beg your
forgiveness,” he said in between screams as the flesh on his arms began to bubble.
“Of course you do,” she said after a moment. The fire disappeared, taking all evidence of its
existence with it. Chuck looked down at himself, relieved that the damage to his body and his
shirt was temporary. He’d paid $1000 for that shirt.
“Thank you, my lord,” Chuck said, throwing himself at her feet in supplication.
The Devil placed her foot under his chin, raising his head to meet her gaze. “You’re a good
human, Chuck. Like all humans you’re pathetic and weak, but there’s something about you I’ve
always liked.” Chuck caressed The Devil’s body with his eyes. His pulse, having just begun to
settle, quickened once again as Chuck became intoxicated with every breath he took of the
unholy air.
The woman disappeared. Behind the chair appeared a tall, powerful looking man in the most
exquisitely tailored black suit Chuck had ever seen.
“In all the millennia I’ve been doing this, I’m about to offer you the best deal I’ve ever offered
anyone,” he said. “Get up.”
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“Umm, yes, of course my lord. What can I do for you?” Chuck said as he stumbled to his feet.
“Sit,” The Devil commanded.Chuck did as he was told, sitting cross-legged on the floor.
“No, you fool! Why would I ask you to stand up and then sit back down in the same place? Go
sit in your chair!” Chuck scrambled to his seat in a flurry of apologies.
***
It took two weeks of waiting and prying into his roommate’s personal lives until Chuck found a
time he knew none of them would be home. He laid out a bedsheet he’d found in a back alley
and drew the shape of a pentagram on it using the same ketchup packets that nourished him in
his poverty. It wasn’t blood, but it would have to do.
“You need silence,” said the book. “Demons dislike the sounds of this world, preferring the
sounds of horror, decay, and suffering that are the soundtrack of their regular lives.”
Chuck wasn’t going to find silence in the middle of LA, so instead he opted for some music. But
what music would be The Devil’s music? Heavy metal, naturally. But it wouldn’t do to find just
any heavy metal. Poison or Metallica was louder and noisier than Chuck’s taste, but you could
hardly call them evil.
After some more searching on the internet, Chuck discovered a band called Shitfuckass. Their
music, if you could call it that, was as offensive as their name. Most of their songs consisted of
blasting drums, noisy guitars playing no notes in particular, and what seemed like random
incoherent screaming. Whereas most of the metal he’d heard in his life was complex and seemed
to require real musical talent, Shitfuckass was what every suburban soccer mom thought heavy
metal sounded like.
One piece stood out to him in particular though – Shitfuckass, Inc. The band was said to have
recorded thousands of songs and layered them on top of each other, creating the most intense
collection of sounds ever crammed into a five minute space. At any given moment, you’d hear
dozens of voices screaming their lungs out so forcefully you’d swear they were being tortured
overtop of an intense cacophony one could only recreate by throwing a music store’s entire
inventory of drums, cymbals, guitars, and amps down an enormous flight of stairs.
If anything mimicked the sounds of Hell, it would be this.
Lighting his five stolen candles, he placed one at each of the points of the ketchup pentagram on
the bed sheet. Then he removed his clothes, sat in the middle of the pattern, and laid the book in
front of him. The book’s spine split naturally onto the right page, a sign to him that either The
Devil approved of what he was doing or he was just one of many who’d tried this before. Either
way, he’d have his answer soon, he thought as he began the incantations.
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In the back of his mind, the absurdity of his current situation caught up with him. He wondered
how he’d explain why he was sitting naked in the middle of a ketchup-splattered bed sheet to his
roommates if they came home unexpectedly.
“You have worked in television before.” The Devil said to Chuck. Chuck’s head trembled in
agreement, though he knew this was rhetorical.
“You will help me become a television star.”
Chuck stared at The Devil for a moment, confused. Had he heard correctly?
“Umm, whatever you ask, my lord. But I, umm, what?”
The Devil chuckled, granting Chuck the patience one would give to a beloved family dog who
just vomited at the back door. “Let me explain this in a way that even you will understand.” The
man disappeared. In his place appeared a middle-aged white woman in a pantsuit. She sat in the
chair across from Chuck’s desk, resting her elbows on her spread knees as she leaned forward.
A classic power pose, thought Chuck.
“God and I always had a strained relationship. After all, He created me in His divine image, and
I was just His companion. But since he’s such a control freak, that’s what I was as well. He
couldn’t let me be who I wanted to be, so I left.”
Chuck was confused by this unusual moment of vulnerability. He wondered why The Devil
would bare his feelings to an inferior being, and this gave him a sudden swell of pride until he
remembered people often do the same thing with a pet hamster.
She disappeared again, reappearing as a young boy wearing only a cloth wrapped around his
waist in an ancient Egyptian style.
“At first, the single life was great. I set up a nice bachelor pad in the centre of the Earth where
God sent all the souls who failed to live up to His standards. Torturing them was fun, for a while.
There’s nothing like completely and utterly destroying the bodies and minds of billions of
humans to keep you busy. But it’s growing tedious. Even my pet projects–Hitler, Napoleon,
Phelps, Bush—have become a bore.
“I have my fellow demons to keep me company,” the boy said. “But you can only spend time
with the same group of 72 demons for so many millennia before you get bored of them too. I’m
bored, Chuck.
“Why am I telling you this?” The Devil asked as though he read Chuck’s mind. “I would never
lower myself to fill my mind with your pathetic human television shows. But I’ve been told
humans have begun to use them to find mates for each other.”
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The Egyptian boy disappeared. In his place, an elderly man in a pinstripe suit appeared. He stood
tall and proud, holding an ornately decorated cane in his right hand and a contract in his left.
“You will ensure I become a contestant on the most popular of these television shows, which I’m
told is called The Bachelor” he said as he walked toward Chuck. “In exchange, I will release you
from all further obligations to me.”
Chuck sat for a moment, mouth agape. How could this possibly work for The Devil? He clearly
had no love or respect for humans. Why would he possibly want to take one as his mate?
At the same time, would this contract really free him from The Devil’s grip? Would he own his
soul once again, the soul he so hastily sold ten years ago from within his star of ketchup?
“Umm, yes, of course, my lord,” Chuck stumbled. “Thank you, my lord.”
“Just shut up and sign it,” The Devil said. Chuck did as he was told.
“Umm, so, umm, your majesty, my lord, umm…” Chuck had so many questions, and no idea
how to ask them. Chief among them was why he needed Chuck's help to do this in the first place.
Surely he had enough clout to just make it happen. But Chuck remembered the cost of
questioning The Devil.
“You may speak freely, fool,” said The Devil.
“It’s just, how are we going to do this, my lord?”
“You will get me on The Bachelor,” said The Devil. “I care not for the details.”
“Okay, yes, of course, your majesty. Umm, if I may ask, what sort of mate are you looking for?”
“I need someone who can make life exciting again,” The Devil said. “Someone with the same
life philosophy I have, the same complete and utter disdain for all forms of sentient life.
Someone who can challenge me and help me to be the best tormentor of the damned I can be.”
“And you think a human can do that for you?”
“Doubtful. But there are 896,942 similar shows across the Universe, each of which will feature
me as a contestant. I’m sure I’ll find somebody.”
The fact that The Devil had just confirmed the presence of intelligent life in the Universe other
than Earth was entirely lost on Chuck, who continued with his line of questioning. He began to
enjoy the confidence that was trickling back to him, which The Devil allowed only because it
furthered his aims.
“How will you appear on the show?”
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“Like this,” The Devil said. The elderly man disappeared, and the woman in the red dress
returned. “I’ve carefully crafted this body to appeal to the type of mate I’m looking for.”
“So, do you want to attract men, or…”
“Do you really think your mortal concept of gender matters to me?”
“No, of course not my lord. When do you want this to happen?”
“Yesterday.”
“Will do, my lord,” said Chuck. “How can I contact you once we’re ready?”
“I’ll know,” The Devil said.
“Yes, but the studio execs will want to talk to you. Do you have a cell phone?”
“Of course I don’t have a cell phone!” The Devil shouted. She grabbed his computer off his
desk, throwing it at the wall. It left an iBook-sized hole that sliced clean through one of his
platinum record—William Hung’s comeback album, which he’d produced and co-written most
of the songs.
“I’m sorry my lord, please forgive me,” Chuck cried, throwing himself at her feet and kissing
them.
The Devil wrapped her left hand around his throat and lifted him in the air. “Just make it happen
you idiot,” she shouted at his writhing body, “or you and I will be spending a lot of time
together.”
The Devil disappeared altogether and Chuck collapsed in a pile on the floor, gasping for oxygen
and filling his lungs with the putrid sulfuric smell.
*

*

*

Quick fade in from black.
A woman stands in a dark room, lit from
behind in a way that leaves only her silhouette
visible. A distorted guitar note rings out.

Narrator: Coming up this season on The
Bachelorette
Annie: It’s been a long time coming. I’ve been
hurt in the past, and it’s stopped me from
finding love. But I think I’m ready to open my
heart again
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Back light disappears, and Annie herself is
illuminated in dim light.
Annie: I’m Annie Christie, and I’m not like
most people.
Cut to Annie in another dark room, surrounded
by occult imagery. She’s seated cross-legged
in the middle of a pentagram drawn in fake
blood on the floor.
Annie: Actually, I scare most people.
Fade to black, and fade back in to a wide
boom shot of a dark stage with three stepped
rows of ten chairs each, in which the show’s
contestants, people of diverse genders, sit.
They all face a desk behind which Annie sits
along with two other judges. A crunching
guitar riff plays muted in a heartbeat-like
pattern.
Hard cuts to close ups of various contestants
against a dark smoky grey background.

Blaine: I know how Annie feels. People don’t
understand me either.
Raven: Annie is like, so sexy, and she seems
like the same as me. I bet she’ll pick me.
Sierra: God, she’s gorgeous.
Annie: This is my love story.

Hard cut to bust shot of Annie, sitting behind
her desk, wearing a form-fitting, low-cut red
dress.
Various shots of contestants being blindfolded,
tied up, walking through fire, being whipped,
strangled, slapped, locked in cages, held
underwater, locked in dark rooms full of
snakes and spiders, blinded with light, and
other forms of torture.

Annie: And to prove their love for me, these
contestants are going to have to go to some
extreme measures.
Alucard: I had no idea it would be like this.
Conrad: Annie, I knew you were dark, but not
this dark.
Raynne: Annie, I knew I *UGH!* loved you
from the moment I laid my *UGH!* eyes on
you. I’ll take as many *UGH!* whippings as I
need to prove that *UGH!* to you.
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Clay: This is absolute insanity. What the hell is
wrong with you people?
Narrator: Can the contestants handle Annie
Christie? Will she find true love? Find out on
next season of The Bachelorette

Full shot of Annie standing in the doorway to a
cavern, holding a torch and wearing a black
hood. She looks up as the camera zooms in on
her face.
*
*
*
“I’m going to be fired,” Chuck thought to himself as he walked through the door into his meeting
with the ABC execs.
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The Outpost
By James Garrison
Just the three of them remained in the outpost: Pierre the sergeant, Andre the new guy from the
capital, and Joe the American. Then Pierre schlepped in the girl from the village. Slight, black
hair, olive skin, no more than sixteen, a native girl whom Pierre said he had been eyeing since
his second week there.
They had been left behind to signal if the Majdi followed the retreating army (a strategic
redeployment the captain called it) and marched on the capital—though they knew that the Majdi
did not march; his men flowed like the first fingers of an incoming tide, slipping silently around
rocks and dunes and along crevasses. So these three soldiers were the captain’s eyes and ears in
the great gray barrens of rock and sand, making their reports over a battered transmitter, alone in
an abandoned stone fort on a promontory overlooking the desert.
There were still lights in the capital. From their high outpost, they could see the glow at night,
just on the horizon, many miles in the distance.
They would remain for only twenty-four hours more. The retreating army would be in place and
secure by then, not exposed to attack in the vast wilderness. For their escape, the captain had
given them a good jeep and enough water and fuel to reach the capital. Two other jeeps were
also there. Discarded from a prior war, they stood in the mid-stages of decrepitude on the slope
below the fort.
So they had fuel and spare parts and enough water to make their exit when the time
came—except for the girl, whom they would have to leave behind. "That was unfortunate,"
Pierre said. Since the Majdi’s men would use her according to their custom and dispose of her as
the offal of infidels.
The place itself was bleak, desolate. Andre, in his fresh uniform, his nostrils still tingling from
the ocean air, had felt the contrast the minute he debarked from the plane and started up the
escarpment. He felt it in all his senses: in the soughing of the wind and in the fine grains of sand
that entered his eyes and nose and mouth and sought out every opening in his skin. He felt the
absence of water and the fear of unquenched thirst. But most of all, he felt the desolation of the
mind, the loss of hope, and the estrangement from those around him. Except, later, the girl. She
had smiled shyly at him from the shadows of her shawl, and he wondered at her
modesty—despite Pierre, whose porcine grunting came nightly from inside the cave-like fort.
From the first, Joe the American had not trusted Andre, that Andre could discern human form
from shadows should the Majdi’s men slink among the rocks below or up the steep cliff. Joe had
not slept for days, instead of keeping watch from the lookout post above the fort even when
Andre was there. No one would sneak up on him—not Joe, a seasoned veteran of the wars. The
will to live oozed from Joe’s pores, along with his sour sweat and fear of death mingled with the
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scent of contraband alcohol that came with each breath. But Joe rarely opened his mouth to
speak, and never to say what he thought about the war, about their fate here in the desert.
Pierre, on the other hand, talked and talked and talked. That is when he was not sleeping or
rutting or filling his mouth with stolen meat from the village or the outdated American rations
they had to eat, and sputtering out flecks of food across the wooden table onto Andre’s
letter—dark spittle blotting “Cherie” and “t’aime,” causing Andre to ball up the paper and toss it
aside, then move to sit against a boulder, where he started over with a clean sheet resting on a
month-old copy of Le Monde. That had been the night before the jeep.
Pierre was not afraid to die. He said so every two or three hours when he was not rutting or
sleeping.
Andre had known fear from the start. From the moment he had landed in this place. Even more
from the moment, the others had left, leaving him here with these two demented cast-offs and the
girl. He knew it when he looked out at the bloodred sun sinking behind the empty horizon, and
he worried over what it was that had led the captain to leave him in such a company.
The desert contained many shades but few colors. At midday, it was almost blindingly white. In
the slanting sun, it was gray with dark opaque shadows like a faded chiaroscuro landscape. And
at night, once the last sliver of moon had glided into the west, it was black, eternally and
profoundly black. Even the stars like speckled ice could not dispel it. Only the distant glow of
the capital, forming a thin bowl on the horizon far to their rear, seemed to pulse with promise.
After the curfew even that light went out.
Andre, waking and feeling his rifle under his deadened arm, looked up and imagined smoke from
burning buildings, yet he smelled nothing but the desert air, cool and stale. Some days the sky
was crystalline blue, like the sky in a Renaissance painting he had seen in the Louvre, but now,
on this, their last day, it was watery milk and the sun a faint moon-like orb wading through the
murky reaches of space. Then he remembered what Pierre had done with the jeep, and the
heavens seemed to close in on him like the lid of a coffin.
The girl had disappeared while Pierre slept, and he had roused in a fury, ranting at Andre that it
was his fault for letting her go. And so it was because it was Andre who had been on watch, and
he had made no move to stop her when she ran from the fort, going in naked feet across the talus
in the early morning light. Pierre had taken the good jeep and raged off along the rutted track to
the village. When he returned, a boiling plume of dust and smoke followed the jeep, and its tires
were shredded. But the girl was beside him.
All he would say: the old hags had set a trap, but he had fooled them. One old crone, he had
knocked silly and left lying in the dirt by the well. Probably the girl’s grandmother or aunt or
something. Her mother was dead in the war.
The girl kept her head down, looking at the ground from under her shawl as he talked. Andre’s
eyes stayed on her. Avoiding Pierre’s harsh glare and unspoken rebuke.
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Joe prowled around the smoking jeep, and growled under his breath until he finally growled at
Pierre: why didn’t you let the girl go, she hates you.
Pierre growled back that he had saved her; she was as good as dead back there.
Didn’t she go on her own, Andre asked.
She was crazy, Pierre snapped. She was going to kill herself. He could not let such a pretty bird
fly into the net. A tame one at that. He grinned a yellow-tooth grin above his loose double chin.
Andre thought, he really means it.
The girl leaned against Pierre and held his arm. "See," Pierre said, "she doesn’t want to die. Not
really."
So how do we get out of here, spat Joe, now that you’ve fucked up the only good jeep we got.
And we can’t take her. We have to bring the ammo and guns and rations; we can’t leave
anything for the Majdi.
"Burn it," said Pierre. And I can fix that one. He pointed to a rusting hulk with four intact tires
down the slope. A relic from the last war.
"Shit, shit, shit," said Joe.
Andre was quiet, not believing Pierre could fix anything. But Pierre stashed the girl inside the
stone fort and went to work on the old wreck, going back and forth between it and the smoking
jeep that had been their salvation from this place, pouring precious water over the engine until it
no longer smoldered.
Hours passed and the sun left them and the night came but Pierre continued to work. Still, no
sound came from the relic’s engine, and finally, Andre had slept, to awake to the milky sky, the
silence, and the memory that living depended on Pierre fixing the relic.
While Joe stood guard, Andre tried to help Pierre with the jeep. The girl came out of the fort to
sit on a granite boulder and watch them, and Pierre did not send her back inside. As the sun rose
and the day grew hot, the shawl slipped from the girl’s hair and her long skirt edged up her bare
legs.
Now, Andre thought, she has abandoned all shame and hope, and it does not matter to her
anymore, nothing matters. She ignored Pierre, but she smiled at Andre, who was closer to her
age and not as ugly.
Andre offered her water and some chocolate from his rations, bringing a hissed rebuke from
Pierre in her language. She snapped back at him in the same way and took the chocolate in a
quick motion, saying merci to Andre. Touching his hand and smiling up at him.
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Pierre glared at him, then told him: go relieve Joe. As Andre trudged up the hill, he could hear
Pierre banging on the engine and cursing it, trying to will it to start, while the girl watched.
It was good that Andre went. Joe had found a bottle of Cognac, and he was nursing it down with
the help of a canteen of water and singing softly to himself, some dirge about rain. A rations box
lay open in the gritty sand, its contents spread haphazardly about—except for the cigarettes, one
of which hung limply from Joe’s mouth. A thin streamer of smoke curled upward against a
matching white sky.
Joe snuffed out his cigarette, grunted something in English, and with contortions to avoid spilling
from his bottle, crawled to the far end of the trench. He closed his eyes and slept.
Andre held vigil over dull shadows cast by a blurred sun as the shadows sharpened, shifted, and
faded into the afternoon. He thought of the girl, the time he had seen her remove her black shawl
and wash her olive arms. Her mother had killed a goat, slitting its throat with a knife and
draining the blood into a pan. "Nothing would be wasted," Pierre said. Every ounce of the
butchered animal would be saved and used, even the blood. A little was put aside for ritual, and
the mother, now dead, had taken a finger and applied a small streak to the girl’s forehead while
the goat still quivered beside them.
After the butchering was done, the girl had gone to the well and drawn up the bucket. Removing
her cloak and the shawl, she had washed her hands and arms and the blood from her face, not
only the streak on her forehead but also splatters on her cheek and neck. She did not have to
worry about being seen because all the men were gone, either off with the Majdi or scouting for
the captain. But Andre and Pierre had watched through binoculars from the hill above. That was
when Pierre had declared that she was his girl, and Andre had not believed him.
Andre started from his reverie. Sometimes he only imagined shapes below, but now he was
certain a form had slipped between two large boulders on the lee side of the promontory. Hefting
his rifle, he squeezed off three shots, like wood slapping against wood—bringing a spray of
gravel from one of the boulders. But no response or movement. If there had been any before.
Only an echo and a high, twanging whine as the bullets ricocheted among the rocks.
Joe jumped up, eyes wide, flinging his arms out and swinging his head around. Nothing else
animate appearing, only Andre with a rifle pointed at the barrens below, Joe cursed both him and
the desert, then settled like a weary old dog back onto his rocky bed. He drifted away again, the
bottle cradled in one arm.
Andre returned to his vigil, watching the shadows spread like spilled honey over the desert floor.
His eyes burned, his neck grew stiff, and sweat ran down his back and in rivulets under his arms.
The sun disappeared into the folds of dark clouds, and Joe roused once more and surveyed the
sky. Sand storm, he grunted, sitting up and stretching. Andre lifted his rifle from the rough stone
ledge of the parapet and slid down into the trench. Going to eat, he told Joe. You watch. He
reached over and snatched away the bottle. You don’t need this.
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Joe mumbled a protest and shook his head, showing white stubble running halfway down his
wrinkled neck and over his Adam's apple. He rolled to one side and, struggling to his hands and
knees, crawled up the incline to the observation post.
"Sand storm," Joe said again and shielded his eyes to examine the horizon, where the sun had
been swallowed by the gloom at the end of its arc. "If we’re lucky, it’ll blow south. If we’re not,"
he didn’t finish.
Andre shrugged and left, rifle in one hand, Joe’s bottle in the other. A storm would make it easier
for the Majdi to invest the outpost in the night. But it could also cover their escape.
One more night, one last report, then destroy the transmitter and the fuel and the weapons they
were leaving behind. And the girl? Andre groaned. If only Pierre could get the jeep running.
Where was Pierre? Andre had heard nothing from him in the last hour. Not even a howled curse
or the clanging of the wrench against metal. From the path winding down from the lookout, he
could not see the jeeps or Pierre. All he could see were an array of boulders and the chiseled cliff
behind the fort, rising above it like an ancient monument, shielding the outpost’s farthest reaches
with bleak shadows even until mid-day.
Doubt, and fear, curdled in his throat. Perhaps they were overconfident of this promontory,
pointed like a vast ship’s prow out over the desert, its stern wedged against the sheer wall of
towering rock. It would be a Herculean challenge to scale those walls or to sneak up the
escarpment from the boulder-strewn desert below and then creep past the barricades and
trip-wires for the mines. But he was convinced that the Majdi’s assassins would try. If they knew
the three of them were still there, they would try. It was only within the womb-like interior of the
stone fort that he felt safe.
Andre halted at a room-size boulder near the fort’s entrance and surveyed the promontory out to
the perimeter. Where the hell was Pierre?
Down the slope sat the relic, its bonnet raised. The jeep intended for their escape, now inoperable
with shredded tires and blackened engine, stood watch beside it. But neither Pierre nor the girl
was in sight. Probably on Pierre’s dirty mat inside the fort. And the relic had not started—he
knew it had not because he had not heard it.
He dropped his steel canteen onto a warped gray plank that served as a table and felt the
blackened can on the G.I. pocket stove. Cold. Pierre had not rehydrated any of the dried meat he
had taken from the village. Add water and, voila, a real meal—if you only had potatoes and red
wine, and maybe some carrots and an onion. And rosemary. But the stove was cold and the
cooking tin empty. He sighed. He’d have to use the last of his rations.
They were inside, and so were Pierre and the girl. Leaning his rifle against the boulder, he
removed his kepi and ran his fingers through his hair. He sat on a flat stone and laid his hat on
the table, top-down, then drank water from his canteen and stared at the sky. He drew in the dust
and thought, measuring and weighing the years of his life, then weighing the odds of their
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extension, and hoping that Pierre and the girl would come out. Until finally the twisting fist of
hunger drove him inside.
Edging through the dark entrance, he felt his way to the alcove where his sleeping pad was
stretched out on the stone floor and his few belongings were stashed along the back and on a
ledge above. Once his eyes had adjusted to the diffuse light from the entrance, he located the last
of his rations and started out. Unable to resist, curious at the profound stillness, he glanced at
Pierre’s bedding. No Pierre, no girl.
He shuddered. No Pierre here and silence outside. Perhaps he had fled. But how? The dead jeep
and the rusting relic on which he had been working were still there. Quickly, quietly, Andre
slipped back outside. Placing his rations on the makeshift table, he picked up the rifle and pulled
the bolt back for reassurance that a round was chambered. He checked the pistol on his belt, then
paused to look up at the sky as if searching for an omen. Finding none, he started toward the
jeeps, his hand squeezing the wooden stock of the rifle, a finger caressing the trigger.
He moved in a crouch. Swinging the rifle side-to-side, pivoting around to check behind him, he
searched for any movement, anything new or strange on the boulder-strewn slope. From twenty
yards away, he saw a pool of black liquid in a depression by the side of the relic. Then he saw
Pierre, legs wedged under the dash, head back, a deep black gash where his throat should have
been, and a dark bib on his pale, naked chest.
Andre’s mind raced; his hands shook; but he was drawn nearer until he stared into Pierre’s open
eyes, fixed on a sky that had turned from milky white to dark gray. Andre’s eyes darted about,
taking in the points of the compass, heaven, and earth. He expected to see the girl, like Pierre,
her soft olive throat…. And finally, he did see her. In a heap between two small boulders.
His eyes searched for the assassin. Fearing, anticipating, expecting the robed figure to jump out
at him, the curved dagger aimed at his throat. Backpedaling and turning, he scrambled up the
slope, toward the fort—but reversed himself when he heard a low moan. Running back, rifle in
one hand, he reached the girl and pulled her up, searching for blood. Her black shawl had fallen
onto her shoulders, and she looked up at him, her face contorted. Slowly she held out her hand,
staring at it.
Blood.
He didn’t see a wound. She must have touched Pierre, tried to stop the bleeding perhaps. She
really did care for him, he thought, for nasty old Pierre. He did not think about Joe, that he had to
warn him. He thought only about the girl, and how fragile she looked.
She began to weep, and she shook his hand away from her arm. He tugged at her, pulled her
forward with him, almost dragging her, until they were huddled against the side of the fort.
Leaning close to her face, he asked what had happened, even though he knew already, asked
what she had seen, even though he could visualize the robed figure going from boulder to
boulder while Pierre fretted over the jeep and the girl dozed nearby.
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"Rien," she said and shook her head. She had seen nothing, then she exclaimed some low
guttural phrases in her own language. She wept.
Joe. He had to warn Joe. Even if it meant leaving the protected area in front of the fort where no
one could sneak up on them.
It was almost dark now, and the wind was up, filling his nostrils with a dry brackish smell that
lingered as a taste in his mouth. As he started up the path, she called to him, not his name, which
she had never used, but a plea of some sort in her own language, and he went back. She grasped
his sleeve at the elbow and held up a hand, small and stained with Pierre’s blood. He took his
canteen from beside the table and poured water into the palm she held out to him in supplication,
and with the loose end of her shawl, wiped off Pierre’s blood. It was not dry, but still sticky.
Forgetting Joe, he gave her water to drink and drank some himself. Thinking, the same metal
opening her mouth had just touched. He opened the rations box and split its contents with her,
only then realizing he was famished. She ate hungrily, and he did also—at first. But
remembering Joe—and that one of the Majdi’s warriors might be near—killed his hunger.
He ceased picking at the nameless meat and placed the open tin on the plank table. He took the
girl by the elbow and raised her up, forcing her to abandon the food, and steered her to just inside
the fort’s entrance. "Stay here," he said, motioning with his hand out. Use the torch, if you need
it, but only in an emergency. And stay inside.
He did not know if she understood, but she did not object. Collecting his rifle and kepi, he
hurried up the rock-strewn path with as much stealth and speed as he could manage in the
all-encompassing night, only the dull glow of the capital on the horizon behind him to light his
way. The wind had filled the air with fine grains of sand, and he had to clutch at his hat to keep it
from flying away. The storm had not gone south.
When he reached the outlook, he called Joe, in a low voice.
No answer. And he didn’t see Joe, not even the capital’s reflected light on Joe’s pale face. There
was no sound, except the wind brushing sand along the ground and over the rocks.
He called again. No answer.
He lowered himself onto his hands and knees in the bottom of the trench and took a box of
matches from his pocket. Shielding a match next to the ground, he struck it against the box and
held it out. Crouched down, rifle across his bent legs, he twisted first to his left and, seeing
nothing there, to his right. Joe. Slumped down as before, where he had been sleeping with his
cradled bottle. Except now, a long dark stain extended down the front of his tunic from his
lowered chin to his crotch. Andre did not have to lift the head or look into the face to see what
had happened.
He glanced about in the flickering match light, fearful that the curved knife would come over his
shoulder next and open his throat this time. Joe’s canteen lay in the bottom of the trench, open,
empty. The flame scorched his thumb; he dropped the match, and it flared out. Scrambling out of
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the trench, he ran down the path: stumbling and tripping and recovering again, holding onto his
kepi, the rifle banging against his thigh.
The girl was outside, sitting with her back against a rock, her hands folded loosely in the lap of
her long skirt. He plunged past her, into the deeper darkness of the fort and seized the electric
torch from a ledge. Playing the beam over the worn ground of the open plaza, he stopped it on
the girl’s face. She gave him a frightened look.
Now it was just him and the girl, and whoever was out there with the knife. Lurking inside the
perimeter. And now, if the assassin had a pistol, he could shoot them both, and the noise would
not matter because there was no one else to hear, to help. Just them and they would be next. They
needed to escape this place. Slip into the defile at the back of the outpost and go across the desert
to the capital. But they would never make it. It was three days on foot, and that in decent
weather.
The wind whistled among the rocks and flayed grit from the cliff above them. Sand stung his
exposed face, even within this sheltered area. Damn Pierre and his jeeps. Maybe the captain
would send help. He laughed a hoarse, desperate cough. But he tried the transmitter anyway. The
switch was on, the batteries drained. A low buzz came from it, fainter and fainter as he pleaded
into the microphone. Then nothing.
He had to leave, get out of this slaughter pen. But he couldn’t leave the girl, so young, so
helpless, at the mercy of the Majdi.
With the remaining water, he half-filled two canteens, then collected rations, ammo for the rifle,
and two grenades. The rations and ammo he stuffed into a pack, and the grenades he clipped to
his belt. One of the canteens he handed to the girl. Pressed it against her hands until she
understood and took it.
"We go," he said, pointing to the horizon. Despite the sand whipping around them, the lights of
the capital still glowed, if only dimly. Hefting the pack onto his back, he slung the rifle over one
shoulder and the canteen over the other then seized the girl by the arm and drew her after him,
into the fort. To a narrow recess at the rear, their escape route if they were overrun.
Releasing the girl, he placed the flashlight on the floor and used his full strength to roll aside a
large mill-wheel-like stone, exposing a dark hole near the base of the cave’s wall. Holding the
light in one hand and pushing his rifle in front of him, he crawled through a short tunnel that
debouched into an open defile formed by ancient floods. Once through and standing erect, he
motioned with the light for the girl to follow. She hesitated, then understanding scurried out to
join him.
They made their way down the passage, Andre in front, feeling his way along the wall until it
opened into a long, deep crevasse that stretched down to the desert floor. With no other
guidance, he tugged the girl toward the faint glow on the horizon. Bent against the wind, they
struggled forward while the sand whipped their faces and pushed them at an angle away from the
glow, until it too disappeared, either because of the curfew or the lowering clouds of airborne
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earth, leaving the horizon as black as the rest of their world. The sand surged around them,
covering them with waves of dry grit, filling mouth and nose and ears despite the girl’s shawl
and a towel he had wrapped around his head and face and neck. His kepi was long gone.
She stumbled as he tugged her along by the hand, and then he stumbled, too, and they both
dropped onto a gravelly surface. A disjointed wall loomed before them. Together they crawled
forward and into a small cave formed by giant boulders propped each against the other.
"We wait here," Andre gasped and pulled the girl with him deeper into the depression under the
boulders. Turning on the light, he swept it around. A scorpion, tail swaying in the air, ran across
the girl’s bare ankle and into an opening under one of the rocks. She gave a squeal of fright and
huddled close to him, and he slipped one arm around her shoulders.
Inside the little cave, they did not feel the great blasts of wind or the sting of sand, and despite
the place and the storm, Andre felt safe and comforted by the girl’s dependence on him, her
warmth under his arm. Removing his pack, he placed the rifle to one side and drank some water
from his canteen. He motioned for her to do the same, stopping her after only a swallow. They
would need the water for the trek across the desert, tomorrow and the day after, and the day after.
He despaired. They lay down, apart from each other, and he dozed.
He awoke from a small movement near him, and he first thought of scorpions. But no. The girl
had moved to lie beside him. The night was cold, and she nuzzled under his arm again. He
touched her face, the smooth warm skin, and he felt moisture on her cheek. Tears. He felt sad at
her tears, losing everything, having to flee her village. He lay awake and thought—fantasies, of
his life, of the girl—but then he remembered the journey. They would make it, he swore it. He
would do it for her. For them.
The wind had ceased its howling, and a dull light appeared outside. Through the opening, he
could see that the storm had subsided, though fine particles of sand remained suspended in the
air. He could see the girl’s face now. Her eyes were closed, her pink lips pulled up in a faint
smile as if she dreamed of something pleasant. Still gazing at her face, he fell asleep.
He awoke and felt her hand gently caressing his cheek, then his forehead, and her fingers running
through his hair. Swinging one leg across his body, she straddled him, and he gazed up into her
eyes, and he saw there only dark emptiness. She jerked his head back. In his remaining seconds,
he realized that there were many things he did not know or understand and that he did not have
to worry about crossing the desert.
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Fanta Scented Love
By Niranjana Hariharanandanan
"I know my redeemer lives..." His tombstone read.
Hardly something he’d say in the flesh but how well did I know this man, who’d been a part of
the last forty years of my life?
I take a last look at him, looking carefully put together even in afterlife- a chocolatey mound of
red earth resting by a mango tree, born down with white chrysanthemums. Cue for an eye roll.
I thought I could smell Reebok. Or maybe I was finally going senile.
In hindsight, I shouldn’t have come. I’m not related to the man who sleeps so soundly behind
me. I didn’t even love him. I think. But something brings me to his grave. It probably had to do
with a lie that started in the summer of 2009. It probably had to do with how I ruined his life.
I could smell wet red earth and fragrant flowers. A waft of fresh misplaced guilt.
I open an old can of Fanta from my purse and sit cross-legged by his side. Pop goes the can, and
the orange liquor gushes out seeping into his grave.
I clink cans with him, and we drink to his redemption.
………………………………………………
Our story began in the summer of 2009.
2009- the year Obama swore in for his first term of Presidency and Slumdog millionaire bagged
the best film at the festivals, making Amma dance around our floral living room with joy
I remembered it as the summer of firsts.
First drive around the block, first dress that showed off my newly waxed legs, first dates without
a chaperone and the fizz of a first fickle love.
I was fifteen that summer, having survived the wrath of board exams, and standing on the
threshold of adulthood- with my newly plucked brows and new summer wardrobe. Not yet the
magic year of sixteen that comes with high school. A summer of early citrussy starts.
A summer ripe with mangoes, and tippy-toes, tall tales, and hot males. A summer flush with the
scent of Fanta everywhere.
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He was the older brother of this boy I was dating- Our neighbor and my classmate. It started with
the little things. A conceited chuckle on the phone when I called for him after bedtime, a pointed
rumble in the background of a two-hour-long phone call and by and by- a chat buddy who took
over his brother’s messenger, nicknamed me his ‘nut’ and eventually took his place.
It began with a syrupy feel of flattery. A 25-year-old being interested in a fifteen-year-old. He
could have had anyone. Why me? I still had an 8 PM curfew, wore braces and braids to bed and
had an open -door rule to my room. Why would he be into me? But he was, and he was charmed,
if not indulgent about the terms and conditions that came with our ‘thing’.
We were cautious, but we weren’t. I didn’t stop to think of how my parents would react to my
dating someone much older than me- They didn’t take well to him with his baggy frayed jeans
that hung low on his waist and loud summery drawl that carried itself over his wall to ours.
“He’s bad for you Ammu. keep your distance from older men. God knows what he does at sea”
amma muttered as I poured myself a glass of Fanta, having returned from an afternoon of
chatting across the wall with him. I knew he was bad for me, just like the glass of soda in my
hand. It didn’t matter that there was more than a decade old age gap. In the summer of 2009 just
like the copious amounts of Fanta I was downing, it felt like the right thing to do.
But I decided to go with the flow, sneak around behind my unsuspecting amma and ‘boyfriend’.
So, we slunk around the old mango tree between our houses for the one hour, when amma slept
our trysts turning lengthier and zealous as the summer wound down. Nobody knew.
Two sharp rings on the home landline meant he was heading to the spot by our tree, giving me
twelve minutes to spray on Amma’s Yardley on my neck and wrists, brush down my frizzed hair
with baby oil and head down the backstairs out into the street.A fuzzy brained Amma was
perplexed and ranted about wanting to alert BSNL of these mysterious calls. But she always
forgot after her afternoon nap.
We were careful to keep us a secret. “Only until the summer ended and I eventually turned
sixteen,” he said. We didn’t give it too much thought. That one carbonated hour we got under the
tree was crammed with desire and everything else took second place.
He always brought a bottle of Fanta with him- Not coke, not Lemonade. It was always Fanta.
One slim glass bottle shared by two straws strung together by illicit want.
I gave myself to him unhindered that summer. My first time with a man would always remain
Fanta scented. He was an unfussy lover and seemed to like our monkeying around, though he
often spoke of the other women he’d been with, beautiful women with throaty laughs and satin
lingerie. But they didn’t have my wit, he said. It didn’t bother me. I was only flattered that he’d
picked me to be a part of the élite compendium. He spoke with the arrogance that came with
being conventionally good looking and I only faintly minded the boasting though it always came
with a side of carefully rested careless reassurance.
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We never spoke of the real things- very much like our preferred drink, that only looked orange
on the outside. I didn’t tell him of my fears or foes or my darkest worries of what high school
next year held. Neither did I ask him why he really was into me- transitorily or not. Neither did
he tell. He said he didn’t like talking about stuff that bothered him. He said men are like closed
books. They like to internalize. It struck me as odd, but he was my first man, so I mirrored him
and bottled my perplexity into the Fanta bottle.
I tentatively told him I loved him on one of the afternoons as we lay side by side on the roots of
the tree. He nodded vaguely, his hands on my shoulder as he sifted through his phone, a smile
playing on the cleft lips.
You should probably get a phone. This landline business is becoming a pain.
“Well, aren’t we both relieved you only have two more of these painful weeks left then,” I
replied with a careful dose of sarcasm and nonchalance. He rolled his eyes, and we shared a
laugh. That was the last time I bore my vulnerability to him. Or anyone.
I didn’t know a lot about him- only that he spent most of his time on the ship sailing across the
east coast, and the time off was spent playing with video games and women. I came from a
sheltered world of little joys- hardbound books, Amma’s chicken curry on Sundays, Dreams of
straight teeth and daydreams of going to University. Middle-class dreams. We came from
different worlds.
Nerd meeting needy.
He called me naïve as he played with my hair on a late summer afternoon by the steps of my
home. “One day, I’m going to turn on you, get into wedlock and that’s going to crush you…”
I smiled and nodded, slurping the last of the bubbly orange liquid off the sides of the bottle, not
really giving it much thought. Indeed.
Summer ended all too fast, and so did our ‘thing’. It lost its fizz- an old bottle of unopened Fanta
left out in a crate. He didn’t want to do sweet and awkward, and I didn’t want to tiptoe around
the rules of a long-distance relationship so we called it quits.
So, we celebrated our last time, by the mango tree and when I stood up and put on my T-shirt
over my sticky neck, it only faintly smelt of Fanta. It felt over.
At least I thought we did.
He had to leave the country and I had to leave for high school. Different borders being crossed,
lines once rubbed off hastily retraced.
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A few days passed, and a few more. A letter from Shanghai arrived. He’d written on three sheets
of paper. A letter that elaborately described a life out at sea and his newfound love for boxing.
He hated writing or spending time articulating his thoughts.
I hadn’t given it much thought after he’d left. Sure, I’d sat at the steps of my house a few times
around, missing the distinct smell of his hair and snuggling under the crook of those broad arms.
He’d always smelt of Reebok. A grown-up smell! I’d also decided to break up with his brother.
It didn’t seem right, and they had the same eyes, which unnerved me, almost making me miss
him. I certainly wasn’t in love, and I decided to keep it at that. A first of many fickle feelings.
Though I knew I’d always have a thing for men who wore Reebok.
The letter threw me though. And I found myself writing back, scrawling the number of my new
shiny mobile phone. Part of me hoped he wouldn’t call.
Three weeks later my mobile rang. It seemed like we’d begun again.
A few more months passed peppered with several calls from so many shores around the worldsome tainted with stories of women with cherry blossom mouths and thick locks, who welcomed
him with warmth and wine.
But he said he missed me. Almost as an afterthought. I listened to his long lonely rants from the
last step of my stairway. He had two hours of phone time. He always spent one hour on me. He
didn’t ask me too many questions. So, I didn’t mention the bullies of high school or the demons
in my closet. In that hour-long island between many seas, we remained exclusive.
And one day it stopped. Just like that. He’d become my bad habit.
Two summers passed, and then a few more. I grew up, left my nest and moved on (and away).I
swapped my love for Fanta with coffee instead, preferring espresso shots to the sticky orange
froth.
One day my phone beeped in the middle of the night and he asked me which part of the country I
was in. With shaking fingers, I typed out my college location- a few thousand miles away from
where we used to be us.
A few months passed.
He came for me on a summer day. I found him sitting on the steps of my hostel. An older stocky
man with a chiseled jaw, cropped hair and dark stubble on a gaunt face–a contrast to the lanky
boys I hung out at college with. A misfit that reeked of Reebok. But something in my throat
constricted and I found myself spending the night with him.
A night of familiarity, yet with a gnawing feel of impermanence. He held me tight as we spent
our first night together. When I’d shut my eyes, he whispered to my ears that nothing had
changed for him since 2009. I kept my eyes shut, blocking out the light.
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“Me too”, I replied (blithely). It was easy to give myself to him in the dark. I heard the conceited
chuckle again, as he pulled me closer, with a somewhat smug reassurance. In the darkness, I was
almost certain what we had was real.
We ordered steak and fries and a bottle of Fanta for old times’ sake and spent the night talking,
plotting our future. Fickle plans for a white wedding. A family portrait by the mango tree, and a
secret wedding of course for my Hindu parents. His ma should never know though. He was
going to come clean to his brother now. Could I tell my parents soon enough? He clapped his
hands and strung a wound- up potato chip on my finger. It was about time. A fresh start. Pure as
white. An almost white chip. White wedding. white lies. And some more. White-faced me. a
white bottle. Till the sky turned white.
Then we again went our separate ways. He promised he’d call soon. When he hugged me
goodbye, he stayed there holding me for a second too long. For that second, I wondered if we
were really meant to be.
Soon didn’t come soon enough. He deactivated his social media so there was no digital footprint.
The many digit numbers from telltale shores lasted only for their one hour before they stopped
abruptly altogether. I assumed the worst and let the night (and the fry) slide.
I carried on with life. Graduated. Got a job with a new corporate number. Made amma proud.
A few years passed. He floated to the back of my mind, resurfacing every once in a while, when I chanced upon the oddball ordering Fanta (not coke?) with his popcorn or when someone
mentioned the color white- Which wasn’t too many times to be honest. I had changed, so had
Reebok because they didn’t make the brand of perfume anymore. No more brownie points for a
man wearing Reebok.
It was in my late twenties when he came back again! I was at the butt end of a failed relationship,
my self- esteem shredded into a stir fry, and he found his way into my Instagram DM’s. A
stockier older salt and pepper version of the sailor I’d been carried to the darkest depths with. No
women in sight, at least for social PDA. He called me his old nut and asked for my number. He
didn’t address the ten -year -old elephant in the room and neither did I. I was just happy for the
familiarity. He cautiously asked me if I was married and whooped at my single status. He said he
couldn’t fall in love or settle for one, and I gingerly dared to ask why. “because of you of
course”, he said nonchalantly pausing before asking me if I still liked fries. I paused to roll my
eyes heavenwards and we spent the next couple of days smiling into our phones, promising each
other of a fabled future together- our real lives on a hasty pause. The white castle of
make-believe keep building, and a virtual world of white lies molded.
A few days and five thousand texts later, we were done for the season again. The goodbyes
weren’t hard this time. At least for me.
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He’d ping me on an odd cold night, or on a musty afternoon, a breath of fresh air to my
mundane. He’d ask me if I loved him or imagined us being together. He’d always follow it up
with a LOL or a smiley- a sad attempt at assuaging the blow. I daren’t tell him our ‘thing’ was as
old fashioned as men using LOL. Besides, I wasn’t going to give in to him again. I was no longer
fifteen and soft-soaped. His very hurt younger brother had growled as we broke up about his
brother’s many maritime conquests. Of how I’d traded something real for an inland seasonal
affair. I didn’t want to be just another woman of 2009’s summer. I decided to take him and his
marine prophecies with a pinch of salt.
A few more salted summers passed. Sometimes I stood by the sea standing one with the beer
bottles strewn from last nights’ party by the bay, a broken dialogue of bottled feelings and
make-believe conversations with a Fanta scented man. A man who never/ no longer existed.
I found uncomplicated love in a man who liked to talk over chai. He wanted a Christian wedding
but this time around it was easy to say yes. I realized it wasn’t a white wedding I minded so
much. We got married that summer by the sea and I thought I heard his laughter out at bay as I
was pronounced a brand -new wife. Then a new mother. I stopped wondering about him.
And then one summer, he had to return again. My phone flashed with the unfamiliarity of an
overseas number I knew in my guts there was a message from him.
He’d asked for my address and I replied with a carefully put together witty reply. He sent me a
beaten -up picture of an aging man by a horse. Your prince is coming for you on a horse, it said,
followed by a Lol. It took a second for the penny to drop. That this defeated man with love
handles and thinning hair was him. I wonder if the bottle was finally creaking.
I probably should’ve told him then. But I replied with my address instead of almost certain he
wouldn’t come.
A few months later the bell rang. He stood there, an old stout man in his late 50’s. Fine lines
crisscrossing that once perfect face, but a smile that feebly reminded me of the 25-year-old boy.
He said he’d had enough. He was done with the games. We’d waited long enough.
He held out a ring, a real one. The promise of the fabled white wedding from 30 years ago.
I held out my child. I saw his face turn white. White as Crushed frosty paper.
I wonder which of us the naïve one is.
That’s the last time I saw him in the flesh. He left me, his French fry fiancé, his inheritance.
A nest egg of all the things he didn’t say to me.
I wish we hadn’t wasted these years on something so unreal. Unreally real. Pure as white. my
least favorite color.
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Perhaps, we’d be growing older together now, sharing a bottle of Fanta under a mango tree.
My phone blinked with a message from his brother. The location pin of his final resting place.
Perhaps I’ll go over and see him. Or perhaps I should stop leading him on in afterlife. Or perhaps
I’ll pop some Fanta to drink to his redemption
Perhaps.
I let myself build a castle in the summer one last time.
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California Baroque
By Adair McPherson
Sierra Valley, 1864
Todd Ormsbee put out the oil lamp that had lit the kitchen before sunrise and wondered where he
would be sore at the end of the day. “Boots and I could use some extra help with the cattle
today,” he said to his wife, Belinda, as they ate breakfast. “Can you spare Julian?”
Eleven-year-old Julian stopped chewing his steak, as surprised as his mother by the question. He
had begged for permission to move cattle to spring pasture since he could string together three
words. His parents had held—since the day of his second birthday when they had turned away
for only a moment to find him spinning spread-eagle and face down in a Bonta Creek eddy—that
until spring runoff dropped to reveal the boulder they called the Tooth, children were not allowed
to enter creeks on horseback or foot, no matter who was present. Julian straightened, thinking
that if he looked taller his mother might consent.
Belinda caught the shift that accentuated Julian’s thinness and wondered if he had pinworms
again. “I’m making one last batch of butter mints before the weather gets too hot for pulling.
Lucy Fetterman has buttons to trade but she won’t swap for bad mints. She can make those
herself. I need Julian to watch James while I work. Once the syrup hits hard boil, I only have a
minute to pull and cut it before it sets.”
James was Julian’s chubby ten-month-old brother who was sitting on a rug beside his mother
chewing a chair rung. “Can’t Cullen and Paul watch him?” Julian offered his sleeping brothers in
his place. “Please, Mama,” he begged. “I did all my lessons yesterday. I even finished my letter
to Grandpa Clegg.”
Belinda stared at Todd, knowing how tired he would be at the end of the day, but also envying
the apparent ease with which help came his way. “When are you leaving?”
“In about an hour. The creeks are still too high for some of the calves to cross on their own. If
Julian can keep the mamas in line, Boots and I will ferry the babies across on our horses.” Boots
was a black itinerant cowboy he had hired the day before.
Belinda sipped coffee, weary from rising in the night to nurse James. “When will you be back?”
“Before dark, but you know how it is—something always goes wrong. I promise not to keep him
overnight, not this first time.” Todd grinned at Julian as he reached for another biscuit.
“All right, Julian,” Belinda stood carefully to avoid bumping the baby. “Get your brothers down
here so I can finish breakfast. Do your chores, then come watch James. We’ll pull the candy first
thing so you can leave with your father in an hour.”
“Yes, ma’am.” Julian headed for the stairs in a trot.
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“Julian!”
He turned, afraid she might have changed her mind.
“No matter how late you get back or how tired you are, those afternoon chores still have to be
done. Hungry chickens don’t lay—not even in spring. Do you hear me?” Her voice was serious,
but her eyes smiled.
“Yes, ma’am.” He took the stairs two at a time.
Belinda put her plate in the sink and adjusted her smock. Belinda Clegg and Todd Ormsbee had
taken different routes to California, both seeking gold, yet it was marrying each other and
settling on what was considered the wrong side of the Sierra, the eastern side, that had
transformed their lives. They had gradually increased their holdings with money earned selling
beef, onions, cabbage and peaches to the mining camps. By the time the westward rush dwindled
to a steady migration, the Ormsbees had four sons and an eight-hundred-acre ranch.
“You’re probably right about Julian,” Belinda said, setting places for the two middle boys, “but I
wish you wouldn’t ask me things like that in front of him.”
“He’ll be fine.” Todd stood and stretched. “Can I finish the coffee?”
“If you’ll pick up that baby boy of yours. With one less set of hands around today, he may not
get the attention he feels he deserves.” Belinda twisted her waist-length hair into a coil and
pinned it at the back of her neck before returning the skillet to the stove. She wore her hair long
in a style popularized by the wives of the Mexican governors that had ruled before statehood. It
was heavy, though, and she would have traded it in a second for an Indian to work for her
year-round as she heard they had in the missions at the turn of the century. She had been unable
to keep a Washoe for more than the month or two each summer the tribe camped in the valley to
harvest rabbits and pine nuts.
Todd refilled his cup and walked to where James played on the floor. “Come here, my little
nugget,” he said, picking up the baby and returning to his seat. Belinda had pulled a wool
sweater over James’s nightgown and tied a cap to his head but had given up on the socks he
always kicked off. Todd warmed his hands against his coffee cup before rubbing James’s cold
feet. “What adventures do you have planned for your mother today?”
“Watch your coffee,” Belinda cautioned. “He’s a real grabber lately.”
“That reminds me, I saw Wild Ramp Mary by the creek yesterday. She had a sack of something
over her shoulder.”
“Nappies, I suspect.” Belinda cracked eggs into a bowl as James explored the pockets of his
father’s vest. “Lucy Fetterman sent one of the girls to the creek to wash clothes last week. She
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had just started when the old woman charged at her from out of the saltbush. Scared her so bad
she dropped everything and ran.”
Wild Ramp Mary was an eccentric who had wandered Sierra Valley for nearly two years,
limiting her encounters with people to brief, fiery interactions in which she demanded what she
wanted and declared what she would provide in return. She would appear at the kitchen door the
day after Belinda made candles and take too many as she left behind the watercress Belinda
hadn’t had time to collect. Nobody knew her real name, where she came from or how she
survived. They called her Wild Ramp Mary after the garland of wild onions she wore around her
neck. “She scares me too,” Belinda confessed, picturing the old woman rising out of the marsh
like an ill-tempered Great Blue Heron. “By the time Lucy got there, the old witch had taken off
with half the baby’s nappies. Lucy tried to track her but lost the trail after she crossed the creek.”
“Lucy Fetterman and the old hag,” Todd chuckled. “Sounds like a fair fight to me. What did the
old woman leave her?”
“Rabbit pelts—but nappies?” Belinda poured eggs into the skillet. “What does she want with
those?”
“Maybe she’s got a silver tea service that needs polishing.” Todd peeled lint from James’s
fingers and gave him the empty coffee cup to chew. James pounded his father’s chest with it
instead.
“What I can’t figure out is how she survives the winter. She wanders all over the valley for eight
months and then disappears when the weather gets really bad. Seems like in winter she’d need
more help, not less.”
“Maybe she flies south with the geese,” Belinda shuddered.
“Well, speaking of nappies,” Todd turned James toward Belinda, “this boy is finished with his
morning chore and I need to get to those cows.”
Belinda lifted the frying pan off the stove as Cullen and Paul stumbled into the kitchen, dressed,
but uncombed and unwashed. “My hands are full and here come the last two sleepy heads. I’ll
feed them while you take care of James. Unless Wild Ramp Mary was here last night, you’ll find
nappies in the washstand.”
“Wild Ramp Mary was here?” Six-year-old Cullen snapped awake. Of all the children he was the
most fascinated by the old woman, having once traded her an apple for a peek inside her mouth.
She had teeth although her receding gums gave her a skeletal grin.
Todd shifted James, stomach down, across one arm as he stood. “I guess if I can follow a dozen
nervous cows to pasture, I can change one diaper.”
“You saw her?” Cullen repeated.
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“You’re a brave man, Todd Ormsbee.” Belinda laughed as she refilled the plate nine-year-old
Paul had quietly emptied.
“Dad?” Cullen tugged his father’s sleeve. “Did you see her?”
“Just don’t mention this at church.” Todd put a hand on Cullen’s head to block the noise. “I
doubt the other deacons would understand.”
“Your secret is safe with me, but I can’t vouch for your shirt sleeve. You might want to hurry
along.”
“Mom!” Cullen exploded. “Was Wild Ramp Mary here?”
“Your father and I are just playing,” Belinda said, leaning forward to kiss him. “Sit down and eat
before Paul gets all the eggs.”
“Belinda,” Todd called from the back porch. “Come take a look at this.”
“There isn’t anything out there I haven’t seen a thousand times before,” she laughed. “You’re
fine.”
“It’s not that.” Todd stood by the tin bathtub someone had taken from its wall peg and set on the
porch. A basket of nappies rested inside as if someone had delivered a present without wanting
to disturb them. As Belinda approached, something inside the basket moved. Using a piece of
kindling from the woodpile she lifted the top napkin. “Kittens,” she cried. “Todd, where did you
find kittens?”
“They’re not from me.”
“Boys?”
Paul shook his head for himself and Cullen. Their previous cat had grown so decrepit Belinda
had taken to muttering, “Honestly, I wish someone would kill that cat for me.” The boys tied it in
a sack, put it at the bottom of a hole they filled with dirt, and jumped on until there was no more
crying. They were as devastated as Belinda to discover their mistake.
Belinda frowned and lifted the cloth to her nose—ramps. She handed the cloth to Todd for
verification as she scanned the porch to see what was missing. She couldn’t tell what Wild Ramp
Mary had taken.
“At least now we know why she wanted the napkins. It’s getting late,” Todd said. “Can you take
him?” James reached for his mother as he felt himself being tipped in that direction.
“I’ll never get that candy made,” she said, settling James on an old sheepskin that covered the
washstand, her dream of the boys in new Sunday shirts with Lucy Fetterman’s whalebone
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buttons fading into the evermore distant future. Cullen and Paul leaned over the washstand to pet
the kittens and argue about which one belonged to whom.
Fifty minutes later—breakfast cleared, and kittens fed—Cullen and Paul sat at the kitchen table
trying to write thank-you letters to their Grandpa Clegg in Missouri. Julian had run upstairs to
grab an old hat. Belinda stirred the boiling syrup on the stove with one hand while propping
James on her hip with the other. She knew from the tension on the spoon that she would need
both hands soon. She was just about to call upstairs when someone pounded on the kitchen door.
“Come in,” she shouted. “He’s almost ready.”
The door opened with such force that it hit the inside wall. The caller wasn’t Boots, as Belinda
had assumed, but Wild Ramp Mary, hands on her hips looking as if there was to be a party and
she the honored guest. She entered, bringing a gust of cold morning air with her. Decades of
smoking had stained her teeth a brownish yellow. The gray hair she pinned up and back didn’t
hide the ringworm on a scalp that was a patchwork of fungal inscriptions. “Good morning. How
is everyone at the ranch with all the little boys?”
Belinda shrank in horror as the old woman approached. This meeting was the first in which Wild
Ramp Mary had entered the house. Cullen and Paul slid beneath the table, transfixed by shoes so
close they smelled the mud and manure. Behind them, ink from the overturned bottle spilled
from table, to chair, to floor, spattering across fallen stationery and pens.
“How is the baby this morning?” Wild Ramp Mary hissed.
Belinda faltered as the old woman studied the kitchen. She had never done more than exchange
nods or waves with Wild Ramp Mary from a distance. She knew there was no reason to be
frightened of someone who looked as if the wind might easily sweep her across Sierra Valley.
Still, the skin on the back of Belinda’s neck tingled. Her heart pounded. “Why are you here?”
“I see you found the kittens.” Cracked, red hands materialized from the cuffs of a man’s shirt
folded over to fit. “I’ll take him while you work.”
Belinda raised her spoon as if to block her. Opaque liquid slipped down the handle of the spoon
onto her fingers. The smell of burning sugar rose from the stove as the syrup boiled over. With a
flick of her wrist, Wild Ramp Mary skimmed a finger across the cook pot’s surface and slung
droplets of the scalding mixture in Belinda’s direction. Belinda felt the bite on her cheeks as the
syrup stuck and burned.
Wiping her own finger clean against her skirt, Wild Ramp Mary gripped the pot handle. “Let me
hold him while you finish up.”
“You want to hold him?” Belinda asked as James rubbed his face against her shoulder and
screamed.
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“That’s right.” Wild Ramp Mary slipped both hands under James’s arms. Belinda grimaced as
she felt James being extracted from her side. He quieted briefly to examine what held him,
but—looking to his mother for reassurance—burst into tears again. Wild Ramp Mary hoisted
him more securely onto her hip and strolled toward the door.
“Where are you going?” Belinda asked.
“You worry too much. Make yourself a cup of tea. Take a rest. You’ve earned it.”
“Wait!” Belinda glimpsed James’s wool cap over Wild Ramp Mary’s shoulder as the old woman
stepped onto the back porch and closed the door.
Belinda pushed the pot of overflowing syrup off the heat and sank to the floor. There were
Cullen and Paul at eye level, under the table, looking as stunned as she felt.
“Mama?” Cullen said. All three scrambled to embrace one another.
Julian entered the kitchen, hat in hand. “What’s wrong?” he asked when he saw the disarray.
No one answered immediately. Mouth open and breathing in gasps, Belinda stared at Cullen and
Paul, although she saw nothing, heard nothing, thought nothing. “What is she doing?” she finally
said. “What am I doing? Stay here!” Belinda hoisted herself onto her feet, grabbed the scissors
intended for cutting mints and ran to retrieve her baby.
*****
Belinda and Todd returned home just after dark. Lucy Fetterman had fed the boys and put them
to bed, but they were still awake. Belinda stopped at the entrance of their room, suspended just
beyond their reach by an unconscious belief that forfeiture of her place in their arms must be
offered and might be required given the nature of her fall.
Todd hung the lantern from a ceiling hook and slipped into the chair between the two younger
boys’ beds. He picked up the story from the Morning Call he had read to them the night before, a
piece by someone named Mark Twain. At times, the boys’ enthusiasm for fanciful tales worried
Todd. He wondered if he should stick to the classics. Like the boys, however, he admired Twain
for having had the fortitude to travel all the way across the continent just to look around, save
that he had burned a quarter of the timber in the Tahoe Basin unwilling or unable to control his
own campfire.
“Where’s James?” Cullen asked, chewing a corner of his blanket.
Belinda covered her mouth and looked away.
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“Some of the neighbors are still out looking.” Todd smoothed back Cullen’s blond hair—the
only hair that had stayed blond so long. “We’ll go out again tomorrow if we have to. We’ll find
him and bring him home.”
“What about us?” Paul asked. “Who’s going to take care of us?”
“Your mother and I will take care of you just like we always have.” As he leaned forward to kiss
Cullen goodnight, Todd found himself anchored to a child with arms strengthened by fear.
“She’s going to get me,” Cullen whispered loudly.
“No, she isn’t,” Todd vowed. “I won’t let her.”
“She might come in through the window.”
“You’re upstairs.”
Todd started to stand but Cullen gripped his leg. “What if she comes down the chimney or up
through the floor?”
Belinda fled. When Todd started to follow, Cullen and Paul each grabbed an arm. “Don’t go,”
they begged.
Todd settled back down, noticing the ink stains on Paul’s hands for the first time. “What
happened here?” He held Paul’s hand and stared even after he understood.
“What if she comes back with a gun?” Paul pulled free.
Todd had never hidden the fact that there were dangers in the world, although he had always
believed they were safer at home than anywhere else. Now, recalling how weak Belinda had
looked with her hand over her mouth, he bowed his head, exhausted.
Julian lay quietly in bed, too far from the lamp for Todd to see his face. “Julian?” The boy turned
his back to Todd and pulled a blanket over his shoulder. Todd sat between Cullen and Paul,
every lamp in the house lit, and sang the song he sang every night:
Where will I shelter my sheep tonight?
Where is that peaceful shore?
Where will I shelter my sheep tonight?
I will shelter my sheep at God’s door.
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What mother, Todd wondered in the silence that followed, doesn’t fight for her baby with
everything she has? He recalled Belinda ceremoniously unwrapping a music box every
Christmas and placing it on the kitchen table for everyone to hear “The First Noel.” He
remembered her crying when, as a toddler, Julian had accidentally broken a pitcher she had
brought from Missouri and he questioned, for the first time in their married life, whether Belinda
had the stuff required to make it in California. He listened to the boys’ loamy breathing, drifting
on its cadence until he too slept.
When he woke a few minutes later, he stood—back muscles aching—and made his way
downstairs carrying the lantern. From the kitchen he could see Belinda sitting on their bed,
James’s quilt in her hands. He left the lantern on the kitchen table and entered the bedroom to
slump into the rocker by the cradle.
“I’m going back out,” Belinda said, catapulted forward by the creaking of floorboards
underneath the rocker. “I might spot a fire in the dark. No one has ever tried to track her at
night.”
“The best trackers in the valley are out there right now. One more person wandering around in
the dark will just confuse things. Besides,” he said, taking her hands and squeezing them, “we
need you here. Tell me again what happened.”
Belinda collapsed back onto the bed and covered her face. She saw an openmouthed parody of
herself standing frozen as Wild Ramp Mary plucked James from her arms. “I was trying to get
the mints pulled before Julian left. Someone came to the door. I thought you’d sent Boots to get
Julian, but it was her. She kept saying, ‘Give me the baby. Give me the baby.’ She grabbed the
pot on the stove and threatened us. I didn’t think she meant to take him. It was pride—nothing
more than sinful, stupid pride—and greed that made me want those buttons.”
Todd moved the rocker closer and lifted one of Belinda’s booted feet into his lap to untie the
lace. She seemed on the verge of delirium. It wasn’t like her to preach, but one didn’t lose a baby
every day and certainly not to theft.
“She tore out of the house and disappeared,” Belinda groaned. “Most of the cows were at the
creek, but a few had broken away and were coming back. Boots was whistling. Mud was flying.
I couldn’t see her, so I ran north up this side of the creek toward the Fettermans’. When you
found me, I’d switched to the other side trying to pick up her trail.” Belinda crossed her arms
against breasts hard with milk. “What’s going to happen to him now?”
Todd removed one shoe before taking up the other. This was the third time he had heard Belinda
describe the kidnapping, but the first in which he noticed the marks on her face. “Did she throw
syrup at you?”
“I don’t know.” Belinda winced as he touched a blister on her cheek.
“Did it hit James?”
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Belinda ran her hand over the shoulder of the cooking smock she hadn’t removed and felt
crystallized sugar. She nodded as tears streamed down her face.
“If he wiped it off right away, he’s most likely not burned.” Todd removed Belinda’s other shoe
and covered her with a quilt. He released the clips that had held her hair in place all day. “Are
you thirsty?”
Belinda pulled the quilt over her head and sobbed.
Todd moved to comfort her, but she was so stiff he couldn’t get his arms around her. He sat on
the edge of the bed, resting his handkerchief on the top of her head until the worst passed, and
she pulled it down to blow. “I’ll find us something to eat,” he said.
The lantern he had left in the kitchen glowed in the middle of the table, but without his wife and
children around, nothing was familiar. He uncovered one of the plates Lucy Fetterman had
prepared and, still standing, stabbed the fried steak with his fork and bit off a chunk. Todd heard
the cattle low and knew that Boots was throwing hay into the lot. There was very little feed left
and he had to get spring seed into the ground soon if he was to get a double yield from every
arable plot. If James is going to die, he wondered, what will kill him and how fast?
With a biscuit in his mouth, he gathered a napkin, cup and plate. The biscuit fell when he
inadvertently bit through it. As he bent to retrieve it, the water spilled. “Damn it!” Searching for
a rag, Todd heard a whimper outside. He paused to listen, and it came again. Belinda hurtled past
him, banging into the bathtub on the back porch, her hair unwinding as she ran. In their urgency
to get outside, neither brought a lamp. They couldn’t see what they were looking for or hear the
whimpering over Belinda’s, “my baby, my baby, my baby.”
They found the kittens in their basket underneath the oak tree, brought outside earlier by the boys
and forgotten. “No!” Belinda shouted, grabbing one in each hand. “I want my baby back. Do you
hear me? I want my baby.” The kittens squealed as she threw them into the dark and flung aside
the basket. “James.”
Todd walked Belinda into the house, dressed her burns and put her to bed. When he was sure she
was asleep he went back outside with a lamp and hung up the bathtub. One kitten was dead, its
neck broken by the throw. Grabbing it by a hind leg, he flung it toward the creek knowing
something would carry it off before morning. He took the others inside. After pouring himself a
glass of Cyrus Fetterman’s gin, he thinned cornmeal mush with cream for the kittens. By
simultaneously reducing the amount of gin in his glass and cereal in the bowl, he got everyone
fed. Todd tucked the kittens into their basket and put out the lamp. He stood in the dark listening
to the ticking of the cooling stove.
Belinda startled awake after five minutes of morbid sleep with both sides of her gown soaked;
her milk had let down. She pieced together the sounds coming from the kitchen and, without
opening her eyes, pictured hanging herself from an icehouse rafter—near enough that they
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wouldn’t have to look long to find her, far enough away that they could go on living in the
house. Tears puddled in her ears.
*****
Boots had been waiting for Todd in the front yard since he stabled the horses. He had set the
lantern off to the side of the porch to draw away the bugs. Two years before he had heard
whisperings of emancipation while being transported from a farm east of Vicksburg to a New
Braunfels, Texas cotton plantation deeper in the Confederacy. He had waited until Christmas
Eve to take a knife, a flask and a pair of boots and run fifty miles to Comfort where a Unionist
gave him a horse and a map of the Whiting Trail west. When he tried to trade the boots for food,
he was told, “I don’t want no nigger boots.” He kept the boots and the name. He was Boots,
Nigger Boots, Laman Boots or Boot Boy depending on who was talking. He thought of himself
as Emancipation Boots but wasn’t going to say so until standing on his own land. Emancipation
Boots had worked for almost everyone in Sierra Valley the summer before and was back, this
time asking to be paid in land.
“I’ll trade you room and board for work if you’re willing to bunk in the barn again,” Todd had
said a week earlier, “but if you want land, you should probably try to get on with the Webbers.
I’ll tell you this, though—if Sam Webber’s got land he’s willing to part with, you’ll be bidding
against me and I hate to lose anything.”
“Sir,” Emancipation Boots approached the porch when Todd finally came outside, “them folks in
Beckwourth thinks the old woman lives up near Yuba Pass. One of them that traps seen her
smoke.”
“Yuba Pass?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Cattle all right?”
“Yes, sir.”
“How much feed do we have left?” Todd asked, gripping the porch railing with both hands and
prodding with his foot a bag of wool a neighbor had left as down payment on a fall heifer.
“Maybe a week’s worth.”
“Could you work full-time for me for a while? For wages?”
“I promised Mr. Arrigone I’d go to work for him Monday morning, but I believe if you speak to
him, he’ll understand.” Emancipation Boots disliked choosing between white people. Worse yet,
he had found James’s cap on the floor by his bunk before walking over. He had initially laid it
across the porch railing. Pacing away the thirty minutes waiting for Todd Ormsbee to appear,
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anticipating possible reactions, Emancipation Boots had lifted the cap from the railing and
stuffed it in his back pocket, determined to burn or bury it as soon as he was alone.
“If they don’t find James tonight, we’re all meeting at the church in the morning. You can ride in
with me if you like and I’ll talk with him then.”
“I’m sorry for your troubles, Mr. Ormsbee,” Emancipation Boots felt again the crimp his heart
had sustained sixteen years earlier when a favorite brother was sold.
“Your supper’s in the kitchen.”
“Thank you, sir. I’ll go around back and get it.”
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The Chair in the Garden
By Drew Alexander Ross
I was a child when my father told me stories about the chair in the garden. We would sit side by
side on the couch in our living room while I listened to words that transported me to far-away
places. I would flinch in terror or cling in awe as stories of amazing adventures unfolded. He
promised me that one day I would discover the doorway to these far-away places for myself. I
waited a long time for that day to come.
As we sat in our small living room, he would gaze at the painting that hung above our couch and
begin his story—always in the same way.
The painting depicted a scene that could have been in a garden of any old English village; but,
there was something magical about it. I imagined that it was the backyard of some grand manor.
Two columns of stone pillars, six individual posts in all, ran from foreground to background. The
stone pillars supported a wooden pergola covered in flowers and thick green vines, which lead
the viewer’s eyes toward a row of tall green hedges at the back of the garden beyond the stone
columns. A gap in the middle of the hedges revealed a distant field.
In the foreground sat an empty canvas chair, lonely beneath a canopy of vines and a scattered
ceiling of pink roses. Sunlight entered from the left, illuminating the chair and just enough of the
field beyond to pull its viewers near. Canvas cloth stretched over the chair’s wooden frame,
forming a scooped cloth seat, its red, blue, and yellow stripes, vibrant against a leafy background
of bright yellow, dark green and pale rose.
The stories began with the chair: who had abandoned it, why, and what happened to them? My
father told me about the times he left the chair when he was a kid and what lay in the field
behind the hedges. I waited for the day when I would begin my own fantastic journeys from that
chair, as my father had promised.
One day I did.
#
Grandma and Grandpa were inside the house looking for me. I was supposed to be doing chores,
and they were afraid because I was just old enough where I could get myself into trouble by
wandering off. But I never went far. I was outside in the back garden per usual, sitting in that
chair, waiting for my adventures to begin. Leaning back in the chair with my arms behind my
head and my eyes closed, I heard a noise from the meadow beyond the hedges. Without opening
my eyes, I tilted my head toward the sound. It could be anything. Then the noise came again, I
knew this was something unusual.
Rising quietly from the chair, I crept through the grass toward the gap in the hedge, staying close
to the shadows of the pillars. As I drew nearer, the strange sounds seemed to become a voice.
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Not a human one. I peered through the gap in the hedge. A giant rabbit, the size of a large dog,
sensed my presence with a twitch of its ears and turned to me. Its ears glowed a vibrant shade of
dazzling green emeralds. Its fur shone like new snow. Then in one long bound, it stood before
me. My heart beat loudly in my ears as I stood taller in an attempt to match its height.
“Help me.” The rabbit whispered.
The creature shrunk as I stood straighter. It was only a rabbit, after all. My heart slowed, and the
foreboding passed as I saw the creature for what it was, a garden bunny. A garden bunny with
green ears. I leaned forward to meet its cool gaze, and I sensed my journey was about to begin. It
quirked its head.
“Can you help me?”
My first instinct was to jump at the request like my father always did, but something stayed me.
“Why do you need my help?”
The rabbit smiled a buck-toothed grin. A sparkle of saliva dripped off the tip of its teeth, and I
looked down at their sharp edges. They could clip a finger as quickly as Grandpa’s weed
whacker could trim a blade of grass. I smiled back.
Rabbits ate grass, not fingers.
“Vicious dogs attacked my family hole. I barely escaped!” That rabbit looked over its shoulder.
Its green ears twitched. “There was a cave-in. I need your help to clear it so I can get to my
children.”
The rabbit waited patiently for my response. It didn’t seem a mighty task, but my mind drifted to
the image of a pack of vicious dogs. Jet black hounds growling with froth that sparkled from
their blood-red jowls. Maybe the request wasn’t a light one.
But I was determined to have my adventure. This and the rabbit’s trapped children chased the
pack of rabid dogs from my mind.
“I will help,” I said. “Show me to your home.”
The rabbit bowed its head and hopped back across the meadow. I took a step through the hedges
and followed.
The meadow stretched for acres. Deep yellow and green grass swallowed me in. After a while,
the grass was all I could see. The grass grew taller the farther we went from the hedges. The
rabbit led and popped its head up every ten feet or so to make sure I was still in sight. I kept my
eyes on the small burrow in the clumps of low grasses leading me further on my journey.
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The long grass gave way to a field of reeds that soaked up the sun and created an oven around
my chest and stomach. I crouched low to be closer to the cooler earth, but the potential dangers
began to weigh on me in the form of a sweat-soaked shirt. I wanted this, I told myself as the skip
in my step faded, beaten down by doubts and a strange primitive twinge of uncertainty.
Finally, a hill approached, and I lifted my head to breathe in an invigorating gust of wind and
wide-open space. My mouth gaped as I took in the colorful wonders surrounding me, and I
questioned whether I was still asleep, dreaming in the canvas chair.
A forest flanked the side of the reed field and went into the distance toward the meadows of
grass. Trees with lime green, canary yellow, and lagoon blue leaves watched over the fields.
There was a darker line on the horizon, and I wondered what mysteries these lands held. We had
to be close to the rabbit’s hole, though. I bent down and spotted the ruffle in the short grass
ahead of me.
“Mr. Rabbit!” I called.
One green ear poked out of the low grass, followed by its little head.
“Is your hole in the forest?”
“Are we near the forest?”
“No. It’s off a ways.”
“Keep your head down when we pass!” The rabbit said. “That’s where the dogs live.”
Before I could nod, the rabbit dove back into its tunnel, and the ruffle of low grass moved on
ahead. I frowned and resumed my pace, cursing myself for not asking more questions. At this
rate, it would be dark before I got back to the house. I didn’t want to think about Grandpa’s
reaction to that. My tongue swelled, and the back of my neck burned. I raised my head and
inhaled deeply to catch one more reviving breeze before I put my head back down on the trail.
I kept my ears pricked, hearing the chirps of exotic birds. I scanned the drunks of the forest
looking for any sign of the animals but kept one eye out for any sign of a vicious beast. Only the
glittering forest beckoned, and I moved on, captivated.
My ease was stifled suddenly when a roar pierced through the fields and left a ringing in my
ears. My eyes searched for the source of the cry, and I saw a much larger bulge in the long grass
a little ways off. A splinter of pain pierced my toe.
Ducking down, I saw the rabbit release the big toe of my shoe with a drip of my blood trailing
from its teeth. The rabbit glowed and began to pulsate. It began to grow, and its ears shined dark
before the rabbit caught its breath.
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“That’s the cry of the beast!” The rabbit said.
“The creature sounded in pain.”
“It caught our scent. It’s trying to lure you into a trap!”
I didn’t know what to say to this. I watched the rabbit tremble. My toe throbbed. What would it
feel like if the beast bit me?
I was scared, but I wanted to see another creature in this land. If rabbits had green ears and could
grow in size, I wanted to see what other animals here were like. A glimpse of the dog might be
worth it. I looked back at the rabbit. Its eyes bulged, and its nose flared. I decided not to give the
rabbit an option.
“I’m going to take a look.”
“Hurry back.” The rabbit bristled. “And don’t get too close!”
I crouched low through the stalks. I couldn’t see where I was going, so I headed toward the
direction of the last wail. Slowly, I rose up and arched my neck to peek over the reeds. A loud
wail echoed, and I jerked my head down. The creature was a few yards away.
I crept forward.
A gap in the stalks revealed a wolf-like creature with two sparkling, bright blue eyes. Its fur was
glossy with a sheen of charcoal black and had a tail almost as wide as its body, like a beaver’s.
The tail, the color of topaz, was soaked in fresh blood. My eyes wavered at the sight, and that’s
when I noticed the thorns wedged into its tail. The blood dripping from the creature was its own.
It roared again.
I looked closer and thought that this creature was too regal to be one of those vicious dogs the
rabbit feared. Even in its pain, it looked majestic. My body shot upright to enter the clearing
when I saw the wolf lean to its tail and attempt to bite the thorns loose.
The creature looked up toward me and emitted a low growl. Its tail rose and resembled a club
waiting to be swung. I held up my hands and stared into its blue eyes. It looked back at me and
sniffed the air.
I took a few slow steps forward.
“I can remove the thorns.”
Its tail, resembling a powerful club, twitched as it thought.
I held out my hand to allow the creature to take my scent and judge my character.
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Though my hand shook, I stood as tall as I could. It bent forward and lowered its snout. It could
have devoured my arm with one snap of its jaw, but instead, it turned and lowered its tail.
I let out a pent up breath, then moved to the tail to inspect the damage. The thorns were deep and
caked in a mix of fresh and dry blood.
My heart beat in rhythm with my Adam’s apple as my hands moved over its tail. My ears felt the
pulse of blood rushing to my head, and I tensed at any sharp intake of breath from the wolf.
Though time seemed to slow in those tense few minutes, I was able to remove the thorns with
great care. I finished, and the wolf licked its tail and swung it through the air with satisfaction.
“How did you injure your tail?”
The creature turned to me.
“I was hunting. My enemy has terrorized the innocent for too long.” It said. “But the evil
creature protected its lair with thorns and escaped while I was left to lick my wounds.”
The wolf surveyed me for a moment and finally approached.
“Thank you.” It murmured.
It licked my face and turned away. It was then that the wolf resembled a dog. I remembered the
rabbit’s warnings, and my eyes dropped to the ground.
“I have to go,” I said. “Another creature needs my help.”
The wolf nodded.
“Like father, like son.”
My head quirked at the words, but I just stared as the creature trotted back toward the woods.
“Make sure you’re back through the hedges before nightfall. The powers of evil grow in the
dark.”
The wolf disappeared into the woods, and I hurried back through the reeds, trying to remember if
my father told me a story about this wolf.
The sun crept lower in the sky, and the heat began to dwindle. I didn’t have time to reflect on
sentiments. I relished the more refreshing breezes that came with the dying sun, but I quickened
my steps. When I found the rabbit, it was frantically hopping about.
“I thought I lost you!” The rabbit exclaimed.
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“I’m alright. A creature was in pain, and I helped. I hurried back as fast as I could.”
“We should be moving. It’s not safe to be here for too long.”
“Will I have time to get back to my house before dark?” I asked.
“If we don’t waste any more time.”
We moved on to the dark area on the horizon. It was marked by a line of decaying trees. Neither
vibrancy nor color existed in this world within a world. The only sign of life were the footprints
of a seemingly large animal etched into the muddy ground. Dirt and mud caked the land, and the
footprints of a large animal marked the territory. The rabbit did not speak as it moved further into
the dark territory.
Snap.
A dead branch cracked from somewhere behind me. I turned and thought I saw a shadow dart
across the edge of my vision.
“We are close,” the rabbit said. “We must hurry.”
I expected the rabbit would be alert to any danger if its family was in potential harm, but he
pounced ahead fearlessly with vigor. I wanted to finish my adventure. I wanted to return to
Grandpa and Grandma, who were bound to be ill with worry over my absence. The feelings of
guilt were repressed quickly as I thought of the rabbit’s family in danger, which reminded me of
my mission. I moved on.
The rabbit bounded ahead and turned behind a mound of upturned earth by the roots of a gigantic
tree: the rabbit hole. Its home. We finally reached our destination. I walked over and inspected
the hole. It was just wide enough for me to fit in.
The rabbit seemed to be bigger again. And now, its white fur was the grey slush of old snow. It
stared at me, its eyes hollow. I wondered if the creature thought it was too late to save its family.
“What can I do?”
The rabbit licked its lips.
“I’m too small to break down the packed earth at the cave in. It would take me too long to get
through to my family with my claws and teeth. I’m worried they’re starving already.”
“How can I help?”
The rabbit licked its lips.
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“Use your size down in the hole. Your strength will break through.” The rabbit said. “I’ll wait
behind you to scoop out the leftover earth.”
I nodded and made my way into the mouth of the hole.
On hands and knees, I crawled into the dark, confined space. I could crouch, but the faint light
from the sun gave me limited visibility. My breath grew heavy. The earth was cold, and I felt a
shiver crawl up my spine where my sweat chilled. I did not want to stay in this space long.
I reached the cave-in and dug at the dirt barrier. My hands clawed at the packed earth, but there
wasn’t any give to the ground. Sweat poured down my face while the coldness of the tunnel
made my shirt clam up against my back. I longed for more of the earlier, blazing sun.
Frustrated, I jabbed a fist at the earth, and my hand sparked with pain. I jerked back. Blood
trickled down my palm in a steady flow. I squished to one side so I could let the light from the
mouth of the tunnel illuminate my hand. It was a small puncture. I moved a little more. What
caused this?
My shoulder brushed against the side of the cave, and more sparks of pain pierced my side. I
held in a yelp and turned more carefully to let light in.
Thorns.
My heart jumped in my throat. I began to feel claustrophobic as I noticed vines of a thorn bush
curls along the sides and ceiling of the tunnel. It felt like a rock replaced my Adam’s apple. I
struggled to inhale shallow breaths filled with terror.
In panic, I turned to the mouth of the cave, but the last light of the day was suddenly blocked off.
I thought back to the sound of the snapped branch as we entered this dead woods.
A green glow filled the tunnel. I had to blink my eyes to focus my vision.
When my vision cleared, I wished light hadn’t returned. The creature I thought was a garden
bunny filled the cave with its bulk. Its green ears illuminated the cave with a poisonous neon
light, creating a deathly grey hue over its fur, which stood on end. Its teeth now seemed like they
could take off my arm as easily as my fingers. Its eyes reflected a soulless pit.
“Finally!” The creature cackled. “I waited for your father to come back for years! I don’t mind
settling for the son.”
I couldn’t make a sound. I was too paralyzed to even whimper. The rabbit swayed from side to
side, and I realized there was nowhere for me to go.
I knew I couldn’t win, but I couldn’t let my last moments be in fear. I set myself to make
whatever stand I could and got to my feet. I shut my eyes and ran forward in a fumbling crouch.
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At the last second, I opened my eyes to see if I would make contact. The rabbit’s claws flashed
toward my face. I turned and felt thorns tear into my shoulder. I stumbled and dove before it
could strike again. My uninjured shoulder collided with the rabbit, knocking us both off our feet.
I scrambled to see the rabbit was ready for another strike.
I steadied my footing in a low crouch. The upward curve of the ground showed the entrance was
just ahead. I fixed my eyes on the fading light at the mouth of the tunnel and hoped that one
more shove, or maybe a lucky dodge, would give me a chance at freedom.
The monster blocked my way.
It lunged for me, and I sprang to the side of the tunnel. More thorns pierced my back. The rabbit
turned to face me. Its teeth opened wide, and I dove back down the hole. I was so close to the
opening, but there was nowhere else I could turn. I shuddered at the ferocious growls echoing
towards me.
When I turned back to face the rabbit, I saw it readying itself to pounce. Its claws worked
furiously against the ground. Its ears began to pulsate their sickening green light, which skewed
my vision. With squinted eyes, I watched the evil green and grey blob pounce for me as I
attempted to make one last run for the entrance. Its paws brought me to the ground.
Claws sank into my chest. I let out a yell of pain and despair. I flipped over, refusing to let the
rabbit look into my eyes as it finished the job. I prepared in that brief moment for the inevitable
sharp plunge into my neck and the total darkness that would follow.
But something was wrong.
Its teeth missed my neck and plunged straight into the dirt. I let out a furious, wavering roar as I
scrambled maniacally for my life toward the exit. I had utterly forgotten the mysterious shadow
that snapped the branch from before.
The shadow moved across the opening, and light filled my vision. The wolf! Blood dripped from
its teeth. I turned at the mouth of the cave as it moved to let me out and saw the haunch of the
rabbit punctured with bloody holes.
The rabbit turned and met my gaze. Its mouth trembled with foam. It pounced forward and
leaped toward me.
CRUNCH!
The wolf’s massive tail swung down and entombed the mouth of the cave with dirt. A ferocious
snarl was muted by fallen earth. The wolf made the final touches to entomb the evil rabbit in its
hole, forever.
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I turned and saw the wolf pant. The setting sun cast a golden background against its black sheen.
It looked back at the sun and turned to me.
“We must get you home.” It panted. “Hop on my back.”
Still in shock, I hurried to obey. I jumped on its back, and we were off. The wolf’s paws tore up
the earth as we raced through the decrepit branches and the looming, lifeless trees. As the wind
of the oncoming nightfall brushed our backs, we burst into the field of reeds to race the setting
sun. Deer with purple antlers and birds with transparent wings watched our dash across the
fields.
There was a sliver of light left as the wolf passed through the meadow and approached the
hedges. It stopped at the barrier. I hopped off its back and turned to the wolf.
“How can I ever thank you?” My head hung.
The wolf brought its snout under my chin and raised it high.
“You helped me with the thorns.” It replied. “And I damaged the rabbit’s lair. He tricked you by
twisting a story of my own effort to stop him.”
“I was gullible.”
“Those who prey on others with the guise of the weak are the most cunning of all. You acted
from the goodness of your heart. There is never shame in that.” “I was scared.” My head
dropped.
“You stood true in the end.”
I picked my head up.
“Don’t let anything shake your resolve to help others, little one.”
The sun began to creep out of sight.
“You must go now.”
I smiled and hugged the wolf.
“I have one question.”
Its head twitched.
“What did you mean like, ‘like father like son?’”
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“Your father came here a long time ago. I recognized your scent.” The wolf stated. “He said one
day his son would come to this land.”
The wolf grinned.
I smiled in return, and we both turned our separate ways. The wolf went back into the meadow. I
ran back through the hedges and collapsed into the chair in the garden.
#
I looked down from the painting and squeezed the shoulders of my wide-eyed son curled up next
to me. Earlier, he had crept down the stairs well past his bedtime. Not unlike the many nights I
did when I was his age.
He took a seat next to me on the couch and looked up at the painting. He asked about who left
that empty chair. Where did they go? I looked up at the painting and began to tell him my first
adventure with the chair in the garden.
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Earth Children
By Shelby Adams
Honey drips from Summer’s lips
the sun causing sweat to glisten
on her caramel skin,
Her jade eyes casting a piercing gaze
at the choppy ocean surf.
Autumn smells like cinnamon and apple cider
and wears a red cashmere sweater.
Wind whips her auburn hair
causing her hazel eyes to water
as she plants rust and pumpkin mums.
Frigid air numbs Winter’s face.
He pulls a drag of Newport
and stretches his wool beanie over
his ears. Peering into the midnight sky
at the lightly falling snow with his
cognac eyes.
Vibrant turquoise and cerise tattoos
cover his arms, platinum hair
falling just over his steel eyes.
The sun warming his skin
against the fresh morning air.
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Another Kind of Redness
By John Grey
You are waiting to cross.
You are on your way to some place that is safe,
where you can sit and read,
and not be bothered by anyone.
But can there ever be a true sanctuary?
That man could be concealed inside the traffic light,
or hidden in the cars heading west.
He may even have stuffed himself so completely
into your reputation
that your character comes off as mostly his.
And if he obscures himself in affection,
that’s even worse.
“Where’s that damn ‘Walk’ sign?”
you cry out inside.
It’s starting to rain.
You’ve no umbrella with you.
You remember that your only umbrella
is the one that belongs to him.
It only ever opens on his command.
A stranger passes by. He smiles.
So why does he have to look so much like your man.
In fact, he has a lot of look-a-likes.
Some seem kind, others threatening.
You drop your bag.
A man tramples on it.
Another picks it up for you.
And the light’s still red.
You love him.
What you don’t love are your doubts.
But you hate him also.
So what are you supposed to love then?
Your recriminations?
You just wish emotion wasn’t so two-faced.
And you were a little more profound in your thinking.
But you’ve always done what is expected of you.
Just as the rain does.
Love…it’s the ecstasy of illness.
Like a bruise that takes the shape of a heart.
The black eye that makes you see red.
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And now here, at the crossing,
you’re confronted by another kind of redness.
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When Trees Dream
By Daniel Haskin
The beauty of life are trees
That turn as sleepy as death
Knocking on hungry doors
Creaking amongst the clouds
That rise above the weather
They sing but refuse to listen
To the turnings of the clock
Bouncing like swift shrapnel
Through rains stream and flow
Longing for Fall's sparrowed skin
Their leaves roll and crackle
Like a mirage of slivered ghosts
That die on weary windshields
While the Autumn song simmers
Broiling in the red starry night
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Frigg Speaks
By Laura Theis
Sometimes at my most invisible and flattened
an image comes and visits me:
I see a warrior queen on a white antlered colt
riding towards me. Her face is fierceness itself
as if, unlike mine, it had never composed itself into
a smile meant to placate someone in a position of power.
Her shawl trails the emerald light
of northern deep-winter skies.
Her breasts armour-plated as if
they belong to her only.
Her hair carries ice winds as harsh as a fact that
should not have been ignored in the first place.
As she looms closer I am tempted to kneel
but this is not what she wants me to do.
She wants me standing tall as she puts me into her palm, lifts me
straight to her geyser-grey eyes. She looks at me in silence
before she speaks with a voice of burning mountains,
a lava flow levelling whatever it meets.
Mortal woman she says
if you wish to pray to me pray
by balling your hands into fists. Pray by knowing your strength
and by roaring your name in a storm.
Pray by holding your head high and saying your truth
that ice is not ice if it’s magma, you hear?
You would do well to remember your place,
which is never down on the floor.
She leaves me then, taller than I was, un-hunched.
One of these days I am hoping to visit her island,
to learn how to howl on her black beaches, her lava fields,
over the crash of her waterfalls. To dance on her streams like Hófvarpnir,
to climb her volcanoes and howl my prayer of thanks to the goddess
that visits me sometimes to let me know
I deserve to stand up.
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Pantheon by Eric Syrdal
Reviewed by Candice Louisa Daquin
“When the ones I protect are worth less than my own life”
“If gods and goddesses/ look down on our lives”
Poetry has reclaimed its prior popularity with the easy access of the internet; anonymous and
known poets can write on any subject in any style and find an audience and succor. There are
those who do it for a career, those who write because they must and if they sell a book they sell a
book but that’s not the purpose of their art. When I met Eric Syrdal I was struck by his
uniqueness among this spectrum of authors, his work simply doesn’t fit into a category. I could
be kind and say any original author makes their own label or better still doesn’t require one but it
would be unrealistic to believe people don’t categorize writers they always have and they always
will even the sub categories and the rebels have clichés and recognizable styles.
Is it possible to be completely apart from such distinctions and write something truly unique? I
have read some authors who have achieve this but never a poet. This is the greatest distinction
about the Heraldic Code of Honor meets Outside Time Space Opera work of Louisiana Native
Eric Syrdal and it’s quite remarkable how this man has given birth to his own universe not as a
fantasy writer, because surely they all do that (even if paying homage to common and
recognizable forms and emblems) but as something utterly new that I cannot put a short
description to. I admire this in a time when so much has been overdone and over produced and
originality is scarce and what we deem original is usually taken from history.
For a creative to be creative today is a greater challenge than it was when there were less of us
doing more of the same. With our burgeoning populations even if a tiny fraction writes poetry
we’ll find within that sub-set so much similarity. And yes, within Syrdal’s work I could point to
a lot of homage and recognition of prior and modern style and type but when put together in
entirety he has managed to form something that I have never experienced. At first glance a novel
in the form of an epic poem telling a story may not appear so unique, although less used today
than 600 years ago. It is however, the ability to juggle much homage and create from their
mixture, something quite different that lends Syrdal’s work an unforgettable quality and depth.
I confess I am not a huge fan of heraldic verse or epic poetry. I read The Highwayman, Beowulf
and Shakespeare at University and felt more simpatico with Anne Sexton and modern
confessional poets than the removed fantasy of knights and maids. That said, it’s like anything,
when it’s done right, you find yourself going back for more. I compare it to any preference, I
may like brunettes but if a redhead or a blonde is truly unique, she’ll surpass my bias. This is
how I can best explain my appreciation for Syrdal’s body of work.
Having read his astoundingly beautiful and romantic poetry for years I found it hard to imagine
how he could engage the reader with an entire collection in semi-epic poem form. It wasn’t that I
thought him incapable I had already known he could surprise me with his keen observations
within the mêlée of ancient times, futuristic visions and intense romance, but I just couldn’t
picture it until I received an advance copy and frankly, was stunned by the craftsmanship and
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sheer voice of his craft.
There comes a time that confessional poetry, political, angry, cause-related writing can burn
itself out. And one may think an epic poem using the ancients, classics and futurists as its
backbone would bore a typical reader and there you would be wrong. I read Syrdal’s book in one
sitting, few poetry books contain that kind of engagement which makes me aware of how this is
neither a book of poetry nor strictly prose or even prosetry, but something indescribable and yet I
want so badly to describe it in hopes others will reach for it and discover for themselves. On the
other hand it seems almost sacrilegious to put into short description the intention Syrdal had for
this book or what it’s about, it’s like taking one part of a beautiful thing that is that beautiful only
because of its composite pieces and expecting it to speak for the entirety. Like any powerful
experience you really have to experience it for yourself.
Instead I will say a few general things that help locate my impressions as a reviewer. For the
feminist or the woman or man who appreciates equality and the equal treatment of women, you
will be glad for Syrdal’s treatment of women, he has always been an advocate and uplifter of
women, that’s just his heraldic nature, he literally lives and breathes this both as a human and a
writer. It is rare to find within those genres writers who treat women with equal respect and
Syrdal never waivers.
His vast knowledge of the classics and the varied mythologies is quite astounding in modern
terms and yet because his language is so accessible without being trite, it’s easy to appreciate
something that is at once, ancient and timeless. “Upon the face of this shield / all the names my
soul has been called / over the ages of time / are written”
On a very personal note, I appreciate that for a man dealing often with beautiful leading females,
his writing isn’t overly sexualized and all about unrealistically beautiful women and the
ravishment of them, without some further storyline. This can get tired and you’ll often find it in
novels by men, and it is possible to both appreciate beauty and give that character more than just
a gorgeous face, which Syrdal does by the sheer force of personality of his heroines (and heroes
it goes without saying).
There is a powerful vein of unapologetic passion within his writing, as well as both homage to
reimagined fairy tales and their originals and a mixing of modern heroines wearing jeans, space
men talking to computers in the future and ancient warhorses. Syrdal’s women are not the faint
hearted weak minded sort, but often the strength behind the warrior. There is a universe slipping
in-between another, and the voices come from both sides. “It’s not the absence of fear…it’s
acting in spite of it.”
The sheer wield of Syrdal’s imagination is quite something to behold, this is a saga of mankind,
both we who read it and the characters who appear more real than our own lives. The book is
divided into subj-sections; Back to the Beginning, Pantheon, Warsong, The Dragon and the
Damsel, Amor Vincit Omnia, Time and Again, Light Speed, Daughter of the Phoenix and Back
to the Beginning (again). One theme directs all sections; “Love begets Courage / Love directs
Karma / Love inspires Mercy / Love speaks of Grace / Love is the basis for Hope.”
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There are concepts within each step, you’re not just reading about two people and their desire for
one another, or the heroes need to protect her, or be with her at any cost, you are not reading
about a strong woman or a shape-shifting, time-shifting man, you are reading on other levels too,
simultaneously about morality, goodness, evil, concepts of right and wrong, death and life, love
and hate. Equally there is an undercurrent of poetic appreciation, whilst not a poem or prose
instead a river of multilayered experience seen through the eyes of the hero who remains
frustratingly anonymous. This story isn’t simply set in the past or present, it transcends into the
future, not simply a space-opera or feat of imagining, but all genres packed tightly together and
exploded into starlight.
“You know all that is really necessary to change Fate’s mind, don’t you? All that is ever
necessary for one person to make the most difference that they can? It’s being where you are
supposed to be…when you are supposed to be. The right person, place and time is worth a
thousand assassinations.”
In that sense this may not be for everyone, if you liked American Gods by Neil Gaiman you’ll
adore it, the book demands your attention and you won’t appreciate it if you delve into it
randomly or expecting individual poems. Just as you would not attempt to read Beowulf
casually, be mindful the same applies here, you’re entering a world that is not your own. Syrdal’s
heroines are; Courage, Fate, Karma, Grace, Hope, Mercy, The Queen of Hearts and you will
recognize many of the concepts as creatures worthy of your attention and extended
consideration.
Fortunately I was familiar with the poet Tennyson when I began reading and I use his work as
the closest comparison to anything I’ve read before, in that he was so capable of writing an epic
or longer poem with the passion of a modern world in the setting of an ancient or even fantastical
one. Tennyson too had a love of courage, bravery, knights, warriors, and the tragi-possession of
that era that may have existed more in our imaginations than literally. He too could illustrate
with words the rapture and intoxication of a time before us, filled with beauty, suffering and
intensity, urging us to open our imaginations to this and let the magic in.
I appreciated the blurring of ancient with modern, that worked really well for me, I liked how
Syrdal brought the romantic words of the past (damsel, dragons, knights) into a modern world
and how it still applies because so much of what we know and think is formed around these
symbols and stories and fairy tales, it makes you wonder what is real and what is not and how
ultimately if you let go and enter your imagination the world is far more than at first it appears. I
also liked the challenge of wondering if those modern characters ‘needed the dragon’ and how
ultimately we all need it. I loved how heroine wise; “She is the warrior / she’s been seeing when
/ she plays her music.”
The idea of modern people carrying this underneath their contemporary clothes a true merging of
the ancient world and today’s world seems to exterminate the blandness of today and reintroduce
wonder. “But what does / a day mean / to someone / or something / that might exist / outside of
time as we know it?” Imagine if you are a beaten up woman of today and an ancient warrior
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appears to you, showing what you were capable of and can be again. Returning us to the
forsaken but not entirely lost notions of the past, where courage and strength existed in more
palpable ways. I thought it was very clever to use a modern landscape to achieve this. Truly if a
woman had written this you’d probably call it a polemic call to women’s ability to fight back
against oppression. The fact that a man wrote it should alter that in no way. Few men can write
from a woman’s vantage point realistically and Syrdal is able to mutate between genders as
fluidly as water.
As well as knowing many of the classics and the ballads and stories of old that inspired the
chivalric age, I also am an ardent consumer of Sci-Fi fiction and it stunned me when the novel
takes a turn into the future and becomes an intense Sci-Fi driven story. I can compare Syrdal to
many of my favorite Sci-Fi writers in that he shares their deft handling of infinite complexity,
their ability to weave worlds and mix time and place, he’s a Doris Lessing of 2018 and the
dystopian doesn’t spoil something incredible, love that cannot be broken and carries on in a
multitude of forms, even creating a new life out of a machine, a machine that can now feel.
“Hiroshima / 911 ground zero / Hurricane Katrina” Nothing, not even time or flesh and blood
can ruin love. In Syrdal’s universe it is forever. “The nightingale’s song has stopped/ The only
sound that comes is the gentle wind/ in the tops of the bamboo.”
Equally there is the concept of Fate personified, and the only one omnipotent and thus, able to
see what will unfold even before it does. This provides almost a predictive voice to the unfolding
storyline that shows us we are both able to change our destinies and grow, as we are bound to the
outcome of fate, which at first may appear an oxymoron but speaks more to the notions of what
our individual responsibility is and how far we are willing to go to be all that we can be. “It was
like sitting / in a boat / on the surface of the ocean / with something / like a leviathan / ancient
and massive / sitting below the water / underneath you.”
Imagine if you knew your responsibility and acted upon it, instead of either leaving everything
up to fate or believing yourself immune to it, imagine if you took seriously the part you play in
the world rather than thinking you simply existed and there was no greater meaning? More than
being saved in the hero sense, what if you could save yourself? And what if as tragic-hero you
rise above the staid notion of fate and become something as yet unimagined?
Is the tragi-hero in fact alive because he possesses the heart of fate and can see through universal
eyes, the weft of all existence? What if you see them all, and you are all? Then how would you
be? What if you died and were reborn, living through millennia, unable to connect fully with
mortals because you are outside time. What if, as Fate, the Tragi-Hero cannot stop the woman
who goes to the Twin Towers on 9/11 what if he can only watch lives unfold and perish and do
nothing to change the outcome. If Fate loved you and saved your life by giving you her heart,
what would your life be like afterward? Think of The Time Travelers Wife on fire and triple it.
I won’t spoil the brilliant conclusion of this novel, suffice to say, if it is your desire to read
something astoundingly original, from a writer who is not only a truly breathtaking author, deft
with supernatural words and ideas, but a dreamer of worlds, who will blow any preconceived
notions you have away and leave you shell shocked by the sheer power of his mind, then I
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cannot recommend Eric Syrdal and his novel Pantheon more highly. “I built this beach / and the
stars / and the moon …. I turn back the wheels of heaven / and make time stop and rewind / over
and over ….. Because I don’t know how to tell him / A machine had a wish.”
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Writing Contests & Guest Post Opportunities
There are many sites that allow guest posts, too many to list here! Rather, visit Advanced Web
Ranking for a list of over 150 websites that accept guests posts. Categories ranging from health
and fitness to finance and more.
The Diana Woods Memorial Award in Creative Non-Fiction Creative nonfiction essays of no
more than 5,000 words on any subject, are eligible for consideration for this award. Works must
not have been published elsewhere. Award winners are required to submit a 100-word
biography, recent photo and a short note thanking the Woods family for their generosity and
support. Deadline: February and August of each year Fee: None Prize: $250 and publication in
Lunch Ticket
Flash Fiction – True Story For this contest your challenge is to write a flash fiction story – that is
a true story. Share your humorous, serious, embarrassing, life-changing or any true story for this
flash fiction writing contest. Cash prize to the winner! Deadline: 6/3/2020 Fee: $9.95 Prize: $100
Erma Bombeck Writing Competition The Erma Bombeck Writing Competition, sponsored
biennially by the Washington-Centerville Public in conjunction with the Erma Bombeck Writers’
Workshop, pays tribute to Erma Bombeck, one of the greatest humorists of our times. Previously
unpublished personal essays of 450 words or less that capture the essence of Erma’s writings will
be accepted in the humor and human interest categories. Entries are accepted from anywhere in
the world, and all will be blind judged by a panel of accomplished authors, columnists,
screenwriters, stand-up comedians and writing teachers. Bill Bryson, best known for his
humorous books on travel as well as a variety of other genres, including the English language,
science, history, and non-fiction, will serve as the finalist judge for the humor essays. Jess
Montgomery, a columnist and author of historical mysteries, will serve as the finalist judge for
the human interest essays. Deadline: Current not accepting submissions. We’ll update you as
soon as they reopen again.
2019 Accenti Writing Contest The contest is open to prose works. Entries can be fiction,
non-fiction or creative non-fiction. Entries must be previously unpublished and not under
consideration by any other publication. Entries must be original and not a translation of a
previously published work. Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions. We’ll update you as
soon as they reopen again.
2020 Killer Nashville Silver Falchion Award Since 2008, the Killer Nashville Silver Falchion
Awards have recognized the best stories from the previous year told through various media
utilizing the elements of mystery, thriller, and/or suspense. Judges are professional writers, book
reviewers, librarians, academics, and—in specialized cases—specific industry peers. Focus is on
quality, not popularity. Deadline: 06/01/2020 Fee: None Prize: $250
Arizona Mystery Writers Mary Ann Hutchison Memorial Story Contest for Youths All writers
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9-16 years of age (at time of entry) can enter – and anyone can win! Send in your short story in
mystery, suspense, or thriller style. Entries may be up to 2500 words (about 10 double-spaced
pages). It’s loads of fun and a good exercise of your writing skills. You can submit more than
one story if you like. Entries are judged “blind,” that is, without the judges knowing who wrote
the stories. Everybody is equal before the panel of judges! Therefore DO NOT PUT YOUR
NAME OR ANY IDENTIFYING INFORMATION ON THE STORY. If you’re too old for this
contest, give the information to your children or grandchildren. Deadline: 6/01/2020 Fee: None
Prize: 1st Place – $50
Annual Barren Flash Fiction Prize Our first annual flash fiction contest. Rules and instructions
are listed on our website. Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions. We’ll update you as
soon as they reopen again.
Chicago Tribune’s Nelson Algren Literary Awards A nationally recognized contest for original
short fiction, named in honor of the Chicago literary great Nelson Algren. The contest has been
held annually since 1981. The award has been presented to a number of distinguished authors,
including Louise Erdrich and Stuart Dybek. Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions.
We’ll update you as soon as they reopen again.
Daisy Pettles Women Writers Writing Contest The Daisy Pettles Women Writers Writing
Contest is open to women writers, age 40+, published or unpublished. Fiction or Non-Fiction
writing projects are eligible. Poetry is excluded. Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions.
We’ll update you as soon as they reopen again.
Dream Quest One Poetry & Writing Contest Open to anyone who enjoys expressing innermost
thoughts and feelings into the beautiful literary art of writing a story that’s worth telling
everyone! Welcome to all, having the ability to dream. Write a short story, 5 pages maximum
length, on any subject or theme, fiction or non-fiction (including essay compositions, diary,
journal entries, short screenplays, and screenwriting). Also, all entries must be either typed or
legibly hand-printed. Deadline: 8/15/2020 Fee: $10 per short story Prize: $500
fresh.ink (that’s an intentional lowercase), a new platform that connects writers with beta
readers. Submissions will be judged by readers on the fresh.ink mobile app, based on how many
people finish reading your work and how they rate it. Deadline: Currently not accepting
submissions. We’ll update you as soon as they reopen again.
The Jeff Sharlet Memorial Award for Veterans This creative writing contest for U.S. military
veterans and active-duty personnel is hosted by The Iowa Review and made possible by a gift
from the family of Jeff Sharlet (1942–69), a Vietnam veteran and antiwar writer and activist. The
contest is open to veterans and active-duty personnel writing in any genre and about any subject
matter. Deadline: 05/31/2020 Fee: None Prize: $1,000 plus publication in an issue of The Iowa
Review
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New Voices Award This award is given for a previously unpublished children’s picture book
manuscript (of no more than 1,500 words) written by a writer of color. The 2019 deadline has
passed, please check back for updates Fee: None Prize: $1,000 cash and a standard publication
contract
Scribble Short Story Contest for Beginning and Emerging Writers The Editors of Scribble
welcome those who have never been published and those who’ve had short fiction published up
to several times to submit for the chance to win a cash prize and publication in Scribble’s
January 2020 edition. Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions. We’ll update you as soon
as they reopen again.
ServiceScape Short Story Award For this award, any genre or theme of short story is accepted.
All applicants should submit their original unpublished work of short fiction or nonfiction, 5,000
words or fewer, to be considered. Deadline: 11/29/2020 Fee: None Prize: $1,000.00 USD, and
the winner will have his or her short story featured on the blog
This Story Starts With This Sentence Write a story with the sentence: We heard something. You
can write about anything – just start the story with the provided sentence. Cash prize to the
winner. Deadline: 7/15/2020 Fee: $9.95 Prize: $100
Virginia B. Ball Creative Writing Competition The contest is open to students who are in grades
8–11 during the 2019-20 school year. Students must submit writing samples in at least two of the
following genres: fiction, poetry, personal essay/memoir, screenwriting, playwriting, and hybrid
genre. You should submit no more than 5 pieces total. Deadline: Deadline: Currently not
accepting submissions. We’ll update you as soon as they reopen again.
Writer’s Digest Competitions One of the longest-running writing competitions, this contest
spotlights up and coming writers in a number of categories, including Memoirs/Personal Essay,
Print or Online Article and Genre Short Story. Deadline: See link for multiple deadline Fee: start
at $20 Prize: The Grand Prize winner gets $5,000, a feature in Writer’s Digest magazine, a paid
trip to a writing conference and more
Write the World Each month Write the World holds a new competition, developed around a
particular idea or genre of writing, such as poetry, fantasy, sports journalism, or flash fiction.
Competitions encourage you to dig deeper into the writing process, try out new genres and share
your work with a sea of eager readers. Deadline: Monthly Fee: None Prize: The winning entrant
receives $100, and the runner-up and best peer-reviewer receive $50. All three winners will be
featured on our blog, with commentary from our guest judge
15 Syllable Writing Contest Write a poem that only has 15 syllables to enter this poetry contest.
You can write about anything. You can write a poem of any type. The only requirement is that
the total number of syllables in your poem is 15. What can you write when you only have 15
syllables to work with? Deadline: 8/6/2020 Fee: $9.95 Prize: $100
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2020 Sonia Sanchez-Langston Hughes Poetry Contest Each year, Split This Rock sponsors a
national poetry contest which serves to raise the visibility and prestige of poetry of provocation
and witness. Formerly known as Split This Rock’s Annual Poetry Contest, the contest was
renamed in 2017 as the Sonia Sanchez-Langston Hughes Poetry Contest. The new name honors
two poets significant to Split This Rock: Langston Hughes who penned the poem “Big Buddy”
from which Split This Rock takes its name and Sonia Sanchez who opened the very first Split
This Rock Poetry Festival in 2008 and served as guest judge for the 2018 contest. Contest
winning poems are published on Split This Rock’s website and in The Quarry: A Social Justice
Poetry Database. Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions. We’ll update you as soon as
they reopen again.
3 Line Poetry Contest Share a poem that only has three lines to enter this poetry contest. The
syllable count for your poem should be 5-7-5 or 5-7-7. So the first line has five syllables, the
second line has seven syllables. The final line either has five or seven syllables. The topic is open
– so write about anything. Cash prize to the winner. Deadline: 7/24/2020 Fee: $9.95 Prize: $100
The Brunel University African Poetry Prize The prize is open to African poets who have not yet
had a full-length poetry book published. Self-published poetry books, chapbooks and pamphlets
are exempt from this stipulation. Only poems written in English are accepted. Poems translated
into English are also accepted with a percentage of the prize going to the translator. Each entrant
must submit 10 poems to be eligible, no more and no less. There is no stipulation as to the
content of submitted poems but no poem should exceed 30 lines in length. Deadline: Currently
not accepting submissions. We’ll update you as soon as they reopen again.
Faith Poetry Contest Share a poem of faith. How does your faith impact you? Your lifestyle?
Write a poem of any type. Deadline: 7/19/2020 Fee: $9.95 Prize: $100
James Laughlin Award Offered since 1954, the James Laughlin Award is given to recognize and
support a second book of poetry forthcoming in the next calendar year. Deadline: Submissions
are accepted January 1 through May 15 each year. Fee: None Prize of $5,000
Lune Poetry Contest
To enter this poetry contest write a Lune. A Lune is a poem that follows the 5-3-5 syllable count.
So the first line will have 5 syllables. The second line will have 3. And the final will have 5
syllables again. Cash prize! Deadline: 5/30/2020 Fee: $9.95 Prize: $100
ZenGarden.club
We invite you to create a very short story (350 words or less) based on the picture prompt on the
contest page. Use your imagination, and see what stories you see in this picture, entitled “Scary”!
Tanka Poetry Contest What’s a Tanka? A Tanka is a poem that only has five lines. Each line has
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a specific syllable count. That count is 5-7-5-7-7. So the first line of your poem will have five
syllables. The second line will have seven. The third line will have five again. The fourth and
fifth line will have seven syllables. Cash prize to the winner of this poetry contest. Deadline:
7/31/2020 Fee: $9.95 Prize: $100
The Tufts Poetry Awards Based at Claremont Graduate University and given for poetry volumes
published in the preceding year – are not only two of the most prestigious prizes a contemporary
poet can receive, they also come with hefty purses: $100,000 for the Kingsley Tufts Poetry
Award and $10,000 for the Kate Tufts Discovery Award. This makes the Kingsley Tufts award
the world’s largest monetary prize for a single collection of poetry. Deadline: The 2019 deadline
has passed, please check back for updates Fee: None Prize: $100,000
Two Line Poem Our two line poem is fun and a bit of a challenge. Write a poem that only has
two lines. The twist is that there should be an internal rhyme and an end rhyme. See an example
in the contest announcement. Deadline: 7/3/2020 Fee: $9.95 Prize: $100
Wingless Dreamer Poetry Contest This is an open letter to all the aspiring writers around the
globe to participate in our Wingless Dreamer Literary Contest 2019. After a huge success of our
first edition, “Passionate Penholders” we are happy to announce that we are seeking submissions
for the second edition of Wingless Dreamer. We give emerging writers a platform to gain
recognition through their Literary submissions disregard of their nationality, gender, age,
disability or race differences. Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions. We’ll update you
as soon as they reopen again.
Dream Quest One Poetry & Writing Contest Open to anyone who enjoys expressing innermost
thoughts and feelings into the beautiful literary art of poetry. Welcome to all, having the ability
to dream. Write a poem, 30 lines or fewer on any subject, style, or form, typed or neatly hand
printed. Also, all entries must be either typed or legibly hand-printed. Deadline: 8/15/2020 Fee:
$5 per poem Prize: Poetry First Prize is $250
The Anisfield-Wolf Book Awards recognizes outstanding works that contribute to our
understanding of racism and our appreciation of cultural diversity. Awards are given for fiction,
poetry and nonfiction. Books must be written in English and published and copyrighted in 2019
to be eligible for the 2020 prize. Deadline: 12/31/2020 Fee: None Prize: $10,000
Cabell First Novelist Award Seeks to honor first-time novelists “who have navigated their way
through the maze of imagination and delivered a great read.” Novels published the previous year
are accepted. Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions. We’ll update you as soon as they
reopen again.
Minotaur Books / Mystery Writers of America First Crime Novel Competition
Writers 18 and older who have never had a novel published (in any genre) are eligible for this
prize, awarded for an original book-length manuscript where murder or another serious crime or
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crimes is at the heart of the story. Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions. We’ll update
you as soon as they reopen again.
Friends of American Writers Chicago Awards Each year FAW recognizes new emerging
Midwestern authors or those whose novels or non-fiction writing are set in the Midwest. Each
year the Literature Awards Committee reads and reviews dozens of books for selection of the
current year award winners. The author must be a resident (or previously have been a resident for
approximately five years) of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
North Dakota, Nebraska, Ohio, South Dakota or Wisconsin; or the locale of the book must be in
a region identified above. The books can be fiction or creative non-fiction. Self-published (vanity
press) and e-Books are not eligible. Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions. We’ll update
you as soon as they reopen again.
PEN/Faulkner’s Youth Essay Contest is open to students in Grades 8-11. Each year, students
submit a personal essay inspired by a theme. Submissions must be between 500-1,000 max.
words. Submissions must be in the personal narrative essay genre (no academic essays, please).
This year’s theme is TRANSFORMATION. Deadline: 6/19/2020 Fee: None None Prize: Two
winners receive $100 and the opportunity to read at a PEN/Faulkner event. Two runners-up
receive $50 and acknowledgement on their website.
Tony Hillerman Prize for Best First Mystery Set in the Southwest Competition Each potential
entrant must not be the author of a published mystery novel and must not be a party to any
agreement with a publisher pursuant to which a mystery novel written by the entrant may be
published. For purposes of these Official Rules, “mystery novel” means a book of fiction in
which murder or another serious crime or crimes is at the heart of the story, and emphasis is on
the solution rather than the details of the crime.of at least 40,000 words and “published” means a
work that has been published or made publicly available, in whole or part, as a print book,
e-book or in any other media. Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions. We’ll update you
as soon as they reopen again.
W.Y. Boyd Literary Award for Excellence in Military Fiction This award honors the best fiction
set in a period when the United States was at war. It recognizes the service of American veterans
and military personnel and encourages the writing and publishing of outstanding war-related
fiction. Submissions may be adult or YA novels. Deadline: Annually Fee: None Prize: $5,000
BlueCat Screenplay Competition The BlueCat Screenplay Competition, now in its 22nd year, is
open for submissions for its 2020 competition. BlueCat remains committed to the undiscovered
writer and continues its tradition of providing written analysis on every script submitted. BlueCat
accepts features, shorts, and pilots and awards over $40,000 in cash prizes each year, including
the Fellini Award, which gives $2,500 to the best script written by an international writer.
Deadline: Currently not accepting submissions. We’ll update you as soon as they reopen again.
Contact us today if you have a writing contest you’d like to feature here!
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